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Abstract: Nano-level surface processing is becoming increasingly important in the development of modern materials. Laser technology
allows to change the processing parameters in a wide range and achieve the desired surface properties - hydrophilic and hydrophobic for
various fluids. In such circumstances, the benefit of any researcher would be to provide software that can quickly and visibly see and measure
the shape, size and configuration of nano and microstructures to be obtained. It is especially important that the obtained results in the form of
3D graphs allow us to see the evolutionary trends of surface nanostructures and help to decide on changes in the processing parameters. The
researcher would be given the opportunity to input a wide variety of parameters - laser wavelength, pulse power, polarization angle, pulse
frequency, pulse duration, processing time or number of impulses per coordinate - and the result obtained in a short time would serve to better
understand common trends and help to make an informed decision for the actual processing parameters to be used in the experiment.
KEYWORDS: LASER IRRADIATION, NANOSTRUCTURES, MATHEMATICAL MODELLING

1. Introduction
The structures of the wings and bodies of birds, insects
and other living creatures play a distinctive role - periodically
arranged ribs help to prevent bacterial access to the skin, thereby
improving the survival of the population.

1.1. The prevalence and role of nanostructures in nature
If you look carefully, you will see that there are practically
no absolutely smooth surfaces in natural formations. Whether it's a
leaf of a plant, an insect's wings, an animal's skin or a fish’s scales,
we are faced with a characteristic structure that fulfils its intended
purpose - in one case it repels water, it is attracted in another, it
helps in another, it even adheres to objects whose presence is an
integral part of the residential area. An example here is the skin of
the foot of the gecko (see Figure 1). It's easy to keep in mind that
structures are periodic, i.e., repeat with a certain period.

1.2. The use of nanostructures in medicine and technology
Inspired by nature, micro- and nanostructures are
increasingly appearing in engineering structures where they perform
certain functions. As in the example of the shark skin, structured
shapes help improve the mobility of underwater pilots and
unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) to achieve higher speeds or save
energy.
A special field of application is medicine. Nanorobotics
have been developed and tested, with a characteristic feature of
negligible dimensions and, hence, energy supplies, for the transport
of medicine in blood vessels and for other applications,. A nanostructured surface would help reduce energy consumption to
overcome viscous friction.

Figure 1. Micro-and nanostructures of the gecko's legs. [1].
Widespread in nature is the micro- and nano-structures
that are tasked with attracting, or, conversely, rejecting water, that
is, to provide hydrophilic or hydrophobic properties. An example of
classic hydrophobic properties is shark skin (see Figure 2), which
helps to repel water, thus reducing viscous friction and giving a
speed advantage in water compared to other water users. The author
has investigated that similar structures are on predators such as
perch, characteristic of Latvia, but not on peaceful fish - carp,
scallops.

Figure 3. Nanoparticles transport medicine in the blood vessel. [3]
Another example of the use of structured surfaces in
medicine is the development of implants. If, for example, the
median required life of a hip implant was 5-15 a few years ago,
today, due to unhealthy food and sedentary lifestyles, the a service
period of 30-50 years is often required [4] (here it should be noted
that for hip joints, the probability of a successful replacement of the
implant is not more than 2%). In the past, the surface of the joint
head was a mirrored surface. As a result, body fluids are squeezed
out of contact surfaces, and the result of dry friction is, first, the
wear of the material, and secondly, the human body is contaminated
with wear products. The solution, as evidenced by studies at the
University of Liepaja Nanomaterial Laboratory, could also be the
treatment of the titanium implant head - the only metal suitable for
contact with the human body - to create a controlled structured that

Figure 2. Structured formatjons of shark skin. [2]
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attracts body fluids that act as a lubricant and greatly increases the
friction surface's service life time [12] (see Figure 4).

2. Numerical modelling advantages in formation
of nanostructures design
Understandably, due to the lack of suitable mathematical
models and software products based on them, the surface treatment
of materials has so far been carried out with a tray and error method
- the sample was processed, then examined in an electron
microscope, tested for the required properties, assumptions made
about the desired changes, followed by the next sample processing
with changed parameters, etc. The process was generally long
lasting, time-consuming and material-intensive.
It should be noted that the materials are often not cheap
because the work of laboratories involves processing materials such
as chemically pure copper (Cu) and titanium (Ti), medical titanium
alloys Grade1÷Grade54, platinum (Pl). An important factor is the
depreciation costs of scientific hardware, which can reach
significant amounts – for example, in the acquisition of surface
nanostructures, the minimum necessary short pulses, the best
femtosecond laser, precision machine for moving the sample
through 2 coordinates (x-y stage), or a laser beam precision device,
an electron microscope for analysis of the samples obtained.
In such circumstances, the benefit of any researcher would
be to provide software that can quickly and visibly see and measure
the shape, size and configuration of the nano and microstructures to
be obtained [10]. It is especially important that the obtained results
in the form of 3D graphs allow us to see the evolutionary trends of
surface nanostructures and help to decide on changes in the
processing parameters. The researcher would be given the
opportunity to enter a wide range of parameters - laser wavelength,
pulse energy, polarization angle, pulse repetition range, pulse
duration, processing time or number of impulses per coordinate and the result obtained in seconds or minutes would serve to better
understand common trends and help make a reasoned decision about
the actual processing parameters to be used in the experiment.

Figure 4. Hip implant. [4]
The technique for reducing friction is very important.
Lubrication problems in slide bearings, such as vacuum or high
temperature conditions, have still not been solved In addition, the
lubricant can be either synthetic or mineral oils, or emulsions whose
hydrophobic or hydrophilic properties are basically determined by
the base material. In these cases, the situation can also save the
surface of the treated contact surface to retain the lubricant.

1.3. Nanostructures extraction techniques
It is possible to artificially obtain nanostructured surfaces
in several ways - by mechanical, chemical treatment, electrolysis,
and by laser irradiation (radiation).
The first method for obtaining micro / nano structures is
mechanical processing, with tools and special materials (grinding).
This method makes it relatively difficult to process surfaces
different from the plane, as well as to create precise, structured
shapes.
The second method for obtaining the surface of a
structured material is to use chemical treatment [5]. This involves
the use of acids /alkalis. The third method, which can also be used
for micro nano roughness, is electrolysis. The main drawbacks are:
high consumption of time and materials, poor repeatability of
results, impossibility of obtaining specific surface parameters, and
high costs.

3. The mathematical model of formation of
nanostructures
The formation of nanostructures is described by the
following 1D mathematical model [10]:

∂ρ e
∂2 ρ e
∂ρ e
µ
e, h
=θ ⋅ 2 + µ ⋅ E ⋅
+
⋅ ρ e ⋅[ ρ ] +
∂t
∂x
∂x ε ⋅ ε 0
+ (ϑ m.i. + V c.i. ) ⋅
•

ρ
− ϑ e.r . − F ph.e. ;
ρ n.a . + ρ h

Poisson's equation:


e
∂E
e, h
=
−
⋅[ ρ ] ;
∂x
ε ⋅ε0
•
Figure 5. SEM image of laser-irradiated nanostructures on the
surface of titanium (Ti).

I (t )
=

And the last, most appropriate, presently known method
for obtaining nanostructures on the top layer of materials is the laser
irradiation method. This method is based on thermal effects or
warming. Due to the parameters of the laser beam (wavelength,
polarization direction, pulse energy, pulse duration, pulse repetition
range), it is possible to achieve control of the surface of the material
by controlled laser irradiation, phase change (dislocation) and the
formation of uplifts under the influence of thermophilic forces, thus
forming a surface relief (see Figure 5). Of great importance is the
shape of the cross section and the distribution of energy in it, as well
as the number of hits in the given coordinate and the distribution of
the coatings [6] - [9].

•

(2)

the following is a formula for calculating the intensity of
femtosecond laser radiation onto a target Gaussian time
profile:
t 

2

2 ⋅ f −4⋅ln 2⋅ tI 
;
⋅ (1 − Φ ( t ) ) ⋅
⋅e
tI
π

ln 2

4

(3)

the radiation intensity equation inside the dielectric
depending on the time and distance of the target depth
considering the multi-photon absorption and absorption by
free electrons:

∂I ( x, t )
ρ n.a . ⋅ m ⋅  ⋅ µ
+ a ( x, t ) ⋅ I ( x, t ) =
−ϑ m.i. ⋅
;
ρ n.a . + ρ h
∂x
•

(1)

n.a .

(4)

the following formula calculates the absorption coefficient
of a free electron:

a ( x, t ) =
•

4 ⋅ π ⋅ k ( x, t )
;
λ

Fresnel's formula for the estimation of the reflection
coefficient:


 Re ( ε ) +



Φ (t ) =

 Re ( ε ) +



•

θ=

− fi ,
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=
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=
 N χ 2 y N −1 + µ 2 ,
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( Re (ε ) ) + ( Im (ε ) )
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0
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•

(7)

F ph.e.

−

0

comparing this equation with the original, we find:
Bi
=
=
α i +1
, i 1, 2, ..., N − 1,
Ci − Aiα i

(8)

In equations (20)-(27) have the following designated variables
(refer to those who met earlier, below are not listed ):
i.
V m.=
ϑ m.i. ⋅ I ⋅ ρ e the acceleration/development of cumulative
ionization;

ϑ e.r . =

0

0

− ( f i + Ai β i ) ;
( Aiα i − Ci ) yi + Bi yi +1 =

x

⋅ I n + ϑ c.i. ⋅ ρ e ⋅ I ρ n.a. ⋅ e ξ
.
⋅ n.a .
2
ρ + ρh

0

0

(10)

by analogy y=
α i yi + βi we put in the initial expression:
i −1

formula estimation for the photoemission:
m.i . n




. . . . . . . . 

... 0
0
0 .
. . . . . . . . 

... AN −1 − C N −1 BN −1 

... 0 − χ 2 1 
0

To solve the boundary problem, we will look for a solution
in the following form:
(11)
=
yi α i +1 yi +1 + β i +1 ,
which is a linear equation with variable coefficients α i +1 and β i +1;

e

(ϑ )

size three diagonal

In the Dirichlet, or in the first kind of boundary problem, the
size of the corresponding matrix will be ( N − 1) × ( N − 1) .

Einstein’s formula for the diffusion coefficient:

k ⋅T ⋅ µ ;
e

( N + 1) × ( N + 1)

(9)

matrix:

2



− 1 + k 2

(6)

;
2


+ 1 + k 2



2

( Re (ε ) ) + ( Im (ε ) )

which is to be conveyed by

1, 2, ..., N − 1
Ai ≠ 0, Bi ≠ 0, i =

Ai β i + f i
=
, i 1, 2, ..., N − 1.
Ci − Aiα i

=
β i +1

(12)

(13)

To find the coeeficients α1 , β1 at i = 0, we can use initial
conditions. At i = 0 we =
get α1 χ=
β1 µ1.
1,

ρ e the recombination velocity electron capture of the
τr

Knowing α1 and β1 and switching from i to i + 1 , we
determine α i and β i fo all i = 2, 3, ..., N . The part of this
calculation is carried increasing the order of the indexes.
For the search function y , the calculation is then carried out
in the opposite direction, with the indices falling from i + 1 to i
(i.e., knowing the next one, we find the preceding index number);
You need to know the start of calculations y N . We find it from the

coupled state;

ρ n.a. the density of neutral atoms;

ξ ≈ 1 nm the characteristic depth of the target, which
photoemission depth (maximum photoemission takes place on the
surface of the dielectric material) decreases exponentially.

starting condition
i N − 1:
=
y N χ 2 y N −1 + µ 2 and expressions at =
(14)
=
y N −1 α N y N + β N .
From this, we get:

4. Justification of the choice of the implicit differential
scheme
Two types of methods, the explicit and implicit
differential equation scheme [11], [12], can be used to create the
difference scheme. The explicit differential scheme is simpler, easier
to program, but it has a significant drawback - the condition of
stability (convergence) of the scheme must be clarified and strictly
followed, otherwise the scheme will diverge and and it does not give
a result. It is important that this condition depends on the time step,
so changing the coordinates or the time step requires the conversion
of the stability condition. The implicit difference scheme is more
complicated, more difficult to program - in each step of the
calculation step, 4 dynamic variables must be implemented and
temporarily maintained, but the unconditional stability and thus the
guarantee of a solution are a major advantage.
This work uses an implicit differential scheme as it is
unconditionally stable and does not require compliance with the
convergence conditions.

yN =

µ2 + χ 2 β N
.
1 − α N χ2

(15)

And so, all the methods of reduction formulas together:
( →)

αi=
+1

Bi
,=
α i χi ;
i 1, 2, ..., N − 1, =
Ci − Aiα i

( →)

Ai β i + f i
,=
i 1, 2, ..., N − 1, =
β i µi ;
Ci − Aiα i

βi=
+1
yN =

(16)

µ2 + χ 2 β N
,
1 − α N χ2

( ←)

yi =α

y

i +1 i +1

+ β i +1 , i =N − 1, N − 2, ..., 2, 1, 0.

The arrows show the direction of the solution: ( → ) from

i

to i + 1, in turn ( ← ) from i + 1 to i. To find the solution to this
differential equation, such a Thomas algorithm must be applied at
each given time step.
Consider the given differential equation:
∂ρ e
∂2ρ e
∂ρ e µ
e, h
=θ ⋅ 2 + µ ⋅ E ⋅
+
⋅ ρ e ⋅[ρ ] +
∂t
∂x
∂x ε ⋅ ε 0
(17)
ρ n.a .
m .i .
c .i .
e. r .
ph.e.
+ (ϑ + V ) ⋅ n.a. h − ϑ − F
ρ +ρ

5. Development of the implicit differential scheme
Let's start by looking at the method of solving differential
equations - the reduction method, or the Thomas algorithm. Let's
look at the border problem:

5

We first perform a DV discretization :
∂ρi j
∂2ρ j
∂ρ j
µ
= θ ⋅ 2i + µ ⋅ E ⋅ i +
⋅ ρi j ⋅ ( ρi j − ρ h ) +
∂t
∂x
∂x ε ⋅ ε 0
+ (ϑ m.i. + V c.i. ) ⋅

ρ n.a .

We see that periodic structures are formed across the time
axis, and, due to the relatively high relaxation time, their growth is
flattened.

(18)

− ϑ e.r . − F ph.e.

ρ n.a . + ρ h
We define differential operators with differences:
∂ρ ρi j +1 − ρi j
∂ 2 ρ ρi j +1 − 2 ρi j + ρi j −1
∂ρ ρi +1 − ρi
;
; (19)
≈
≈
;
≈
ht
ht2
∂t
∂x 2
hx
∂x

7.2. Periodic nanostructures on the SiO2 surface - 2
Similar
simulation
with
modified
multiphoton
recombination rates and periodic dielectric permeability index is
shown in Figure 9:

wher hx , ht - steps along the corresponding variable axes. We
obtain the coefficients A, B, C, f for the reduction (Thomas)
algorithm [11], [12]:
θ
θ µE
1 2θ µ E
(20)
,
Bi = 2 ,
=
+
A
Ci = + 2 +
,
i
hx
hx2
hx
ht hx
hx
 1 µ ⋅e 
ρ naij
1 j
j
j
m .i .
j
f i = Fi j −  +
. (21)
 ⋅ ( Ri − ρ hi ) − ⋅ Ri − ϑ ⋅ (1 + I laz Ri ) ⋅
τ
ρ naij + ρ hi j
 ht ε ⋅ ε 0 

Using the found coefficients A, B, C, source function f,
initial and border conditions and the Thomas algorithm described
above, a computer program is written in the MatLab environment.

Figure 9. Dynamics of Nanostructures on the surface of silicon
dioxide SiO2.

6. Algorithm development
The algorithm follows the following requirements:
•
functions that describe laser radiation and
exposure to materials are preserved for short-term
exposure, namely, at each time step, it is checked
that the moment coincides with the time given by the
laser beam;
•
Considering that the solution contains multiple
integrals that are summed, the algorithm does not
accumulate to be unnecessarily massive, but uses
dynamic variables or other solutions to avoid
unnecessary loading of computer resources;
•
Since no user interface is created (the number of
parameters to enter is not high, and the program is
intended for internal use by one employee - the
program developer), then tags are made in the code,
which helps to enter the constants and parameters in
their places;
•
The laser parameter described uses the main
parameters of the pulsed laser contained in the
Laboratory of Nanomaterials of Liepajas University,
Latvia.

The obtained graph perfectly correlates with the results of
a real experiment, whose SEM image is shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. SEM image of periodic wave structures on the surface of
the material. Magnification 3000x.

7.3. Periodic nanostructures on SiO2 surface – 3
Another example is that the density of the substance
decreases, thus forming an elevation in the 1D cross-section;
observed periodic wave structures:

7. Using of developed software
7.1. Periodic nanostructures on the SiO2 surface - 1
Using the following substance, SiO2 (silicon dioxide),
parameters:
µ= 1, ε = 3.9, k= 0.4, T e= 400, λ= 532, n= 5, τ = 2 ⋅ 10−4 ,

ϑ m .i . =
2 ⋅ 104 , ϑ c.i. =
3 ⋅ 106 ,
and applying a real laser operating at a frequency of 10 Hz for 6
seconds yielded the following dynamics of nanostructures (see
Figure 8):
Figure 11. Dynamics of Nanostructures on the surface of silicon
dioxide - 3.

7.4. The time needed for a numerical solution
Calulating all of the examples in this section on a
computer with an Intel CORE i7 processor and a NVIDIA GT 635M
graphics card, the time consumed was: 1) at the nodes
[0 : 40] × [0 : 40] aproximately 4-5 seconds, 2) at the nodes

[0 : 280] × [0 : 280] aproximately 8-10 seconds, 3)
[0 : 2000] × [0 : 2000] aproximately 140-150 seconds.

Figure 8. Dynamics of Nanostructures on the surface of
silicon dioxide - 1.
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at the nodes
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IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF AN INADEQUATELY TUNED PID
CONTROLLER BY INTRODUCING A POLYNOMIAL MODEL BASED INCREMENT
IN PID CONTROL VALUE
Dushko Stavrov, Gorjan Nadzinski, Goran Stojanovski, Stojche Deskovski,
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology – University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius in Skopje, Republic of Macedonia
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Abstract: In control literature, one can easily find a variety of different examples for industrial control, where contemporary control
algorithms are implemented. Surprisingly, there are not many known examples where the state-of-the-art control algorithms have been
implemented in real-time control systems. Instead, researchers usually implement algorithms that are proven to be reliable, fast and easy to
implement. One control solution that has been proven to satisfy all previously mentioned attributes is PID. However, despite all its good
assets it has two major deficiencies. One of them is that it can’t adapt on the diversities caused by the variation occurring in the model
parameters and still it can’t control nonlinear systems due to multiple operating points present there. Therefore, to deal with those
weaknesses an improvement in PID control structure has been introduced in the form of supervisory mechanism (SM) which as a main
constitute part has a quadratic polynomial model. Thus, the control value of the newly proposed PID algorithm is formed of two terms, the
first one is the value calculated by standard PID and the second one is the value calculated by the SM. The quadratic model forming part of
the SM is obtained based on the past value of the error. Nevertheless, the use of quadratic model introduces additional complexity into the
PID controller. Furthermore, the quadratic model should be updated fast enough and also it has to describe the data adequately. These
aspects are analyzed and discussed in details in this paper. Moreover, an algorithm is introduced which will guarantee that the data used for
calculation of the quadratic model is suitable.
Keywords: PID controller, supervisory mechanism, quadratic model

the control value only based on the current value of error. Hence, it
can be clearly seen from Eq. 1. Therefore, to attack the diversities
caused by the variation in model parameters along with the
difficulties caused by the multiple operating points of the nonlinear
control systems the PID is often reinforced with adaptive
mechanism [11]. The main drawback of this additional mechanisms
are that they are adding additional computation complexity in
generation of the PID control value and at the same time seriously
endanger the conservation of system stability.

1. Introduction
We are witnesses of an era in control system theory in which
the scientists are in search for solutions of the problems arising in
automation industry. However, there are clear evidences indicating
that the existing control solutions present in this day and age are not
a stand-alone solution but instead they are supported by a lot of
additional procedures, which instead to shrink the complexity of the
control mechanisms, they tend to add additional computational
burden. As a result, the newly proposed algorithms are not fast,
flexible, reliable and are difficult to implement. Even more their
implementation costs a lot. All previously stated directly collides
with the industry strive for creating fully automated industrial
processes, since the new control solutions don’t give the flexibility
needed by industry in order to maximize the profit with the least
possible investment.

In the previous work, done in [1], to charge of the previously
mentioned problems, a supervisory mechanism was designed and
added to the simple PID control structure. The supervisory
mechanism was comprised of quadratic polynomial model
estimated based on the past error values, where the data used for
obtaining the model was collected in a specific moments of time.
Furthermore, the comparison done between the proposed algorithm
and the simple PID controller, has given the evidence that the
proposed algorithm was able to beat the performance of the simple
PID. However, the issue that emerged was that the model didn’t
adapt fast enough on the newly gathered points and also there were
cases when the estimated quadratic model didn’t describe
effectively the data composed of past error points. Hence, in order
to improve the speed of model update along with to assure that the
data used for model mapping is adequate, the profile of the
dynamical variable has been changed and an algorithm was
introduced. The great concern of the Algorithm 1 is to guarantee the
data used for model calculation is fair.

So far the control solution that is proven to be at the same time
flexible, reliable and cost effective is the PID control algorithm. To
support this fact, the studies ([2], [3]) have shown that PID is most
widely and most often used control mechanism in industrial
processes. As a fact, the MPC control mechanism, ([7], [8]), which
is supposed to reach the PID controller use in future (in industry) is
a complex solution which is supported by an optimization problem
and a plant model in the background. Moreover, it is a slow and
expensive solution for the most of the industrial companies. Over
the long history of PID controller use it was augmented with new
features for improving its efficiency. Nevertheless, the thing that
changed the least is its simple three term structure comprised of
proportional, derivative and integral term. Also, one should make a
note of the references ([5], [6]) which are indicating that there are
more than a couple of hundred methods for PID parameters
synthesis. The widely known method which is frequently used for
obtaining PID parameters is Zeigler Nichols method ([4]). Even so,
with that many procedures for selection of PID parameters, the most
commonly used procedure for tuning the PID parameters is by trial
and error. Evidence of this statement is given with the reference
[10], which indicates that 80% of the PID controllers are poorly
tuned where 30% of them operate in manual mode.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the
mathematical background of the simple PID and DUPID is
presented; then the DUPID is discussed in more details. Secondly,
the case study is shortly described. Afterwards, in the simulation
part the results are given. Finally, conclusions and outlook for
future work are given.

2. Formulation of simple PID and DUPID
Simple PID formulation
In this section a short explanation of the simple parallel PID
controller implemented on a computer will be given. It is a wellknown fact that PID control algorithm is implemented in more than
95% of the control loops in industry [2], [3]). As mentioned before,
in its history of use should be noted that its basic structure,
contained of three terms proportional, derivative and integral, was

Although there are a lot of advantages of PID control, it major
weaknesses are that it can’t adapt to variation in parameters of
control object (note CO Fig1) along with, it also struggles when it is
applied to control nonlinear control object due to the existence of
multiple operation points. The reason for decrease in PID
performance is obvious, the PID control mechanism is calculating
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the initialization phase. In this phase the CO parameters as well as
the SM parameters are set to its initial values. The main SM
parameters are, 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , where 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 defines the horizon of past
error points that are used for regression and the value of the
parameter 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 which defines the needed variation in the values of
regression points. Both parameters are tuned by the user. After the
initialization phase, the CO is controlled in the fashion given with
Figure 2. until the condition 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 is true. Where 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 stands for
number of simulation steps. In the second phase, the value 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢[𝑗𝑗] is
calculated in specific moment of time defined with the current value
of the dynamical variable 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷[𝑖𝑖]. Whenever the condition given
with the Eq. 3 is met, the counter of simulation steps 𝑖𝑖 is divisible
with the current value of the dynamical variable. In that very
moment, an error point is collected Eq. 4 and the model is updated.

never changed. And the very reason for that is simple, PID
controller has been proven to be fast, reliable and easy to
implement. In industry different forms of implementation of PID
control mechanism can be recognized. More than ten particular
forms, see ([5], [6]), in a whole. Likewise, most widely used PID
control structure is the simplest parallel form given with Eq. 1.The
control value of the parallel PID is produced in the form given with
equation (1).
𝑖𝑖

𝑢𝑢𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 [𝑖𝑖] = 𝑢𝑢0 + 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] + 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 � 𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
0

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖] − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖 − 1]
+ 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑
,
𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖

Eq. 1

where, 𝑢𝑢0 is a bias in the control signal, 𝑒𝑒[𝑖𝑖] = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆[𝑖𝑖] − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖]
represents the current error, which is calculated as difference
between set point (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) and the process value (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃). The coefficients
of the PID are, 𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 , 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖 and 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑 each represents proportional constant,
integral constant and derivative constant respectively. Practically,
the generation of the control signal is done in one step very fast. It
can be seen, from Eq. 1, that the control value only depends on the
current value of the error as well as of the difference 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖] −
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖 − 1]. On the Figure 1, the feedback control loop consisted of
PID controller and control object is given.

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑖𝑖, 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷[𝑖𝑖]) = 0,

Eq. 3

𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 [𝑗𝑗] = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆[𝑖𝑖] − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃[𝑖𝑖]

Eq. 4

Later, right after an error point is gathered the condition of how
many points were collected is checked. Where, the value of counter
𝑗𝑗, emphasizes how many points where collected and in the same
time it gives an information how many times the quadratic model
has been updated, by current iteration step 𝑖𝑖.
If the number of gathered points is smaller or equal than 3 a simple
metric given with Eq. 5 is responsible for calculation of the
increment value.

Figure 1 PID control loop.
DUPID formulation
The dynamically updated PID’s, or shortly DUPID (see Figure 2
dashed rectangular) is comprised of two parts, the first part is the
simple PID structure given with the mathematical formulation Eq. 1
which acts as a mechanism for conservation of CO stability. The
second part is the supervisory mechanism depicted as SM on Figure
2.

Figure 3 Flow chart diagram of proposed DUPID algorithm.
For purpose of the model estimation the simple metric given with
Eq. 5 has been used. Using this metric, the initial model based on
the minimum number of points is obtained. The parameter k ss is
tuned by the user.

Figure 2 DUPID control loop.
The SM mechanism is responsible for calculation of the increment
value 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢[𝑗𝑗]. The calculation of 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢[𝑗𝑗] is done in multiple steps. The
steps for calculation of the increment value are given in form of a
flow chart shown with Figure 3. They will be described later in this
part. Thus, the DUPID produces the control signal as a sum of the
control value generated by PID and the increment value produced
by the supervisory mechanism. In other words the control signal
applied to the CO has two terms, and it is given as 𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 [𝑖𝑖]:
𝑢𝑢𝑐𝑐 [𝑖𝑖] = 𝑢𝑢𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 [𝑖𝑖] + 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢[𝑗𝑗].

𝑗𝑗

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = 𝑘𝑘𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 � 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑚𝑚),

Eq. 5

𝑚𝑚 =1

After the initial model is estimated based on the first 3 points the
model is dynamically updated every time condition given with Eq.
3 is met. While, the number of gathered points is smaller than the
value 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 all collected points are used for model update. Else when
𝑗𝑗 ≥ 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 the model is dynamically updated based on the last 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
points. Finally, in the last phase the value 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢 is calculated in the
form given with Eq. 6:
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 = min(𝑓𝑓(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) = 0)
Eq. 6
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

Eq. 2

Where the second term 𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢[𝑗𝑗] is generated by the SM at a specific
moments of time.

Next, the process of calculation of the increment value will be
described. The steps for obtaining the 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 value are depicted on the
flow chart given on Figure 3. Most of the SM components shown
on Figure 3 were introduced and explained in detail in [1].
However, for sake of clarity we will shortly describe each of the
blocks given on the flow chart given on Figure 3. The first step is

To fit the model Eq. 7 the minimum number of points needed is 3.
In other words, the sufficient number of points is equal to the
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where 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 , the temperature of the cooling jacket fluid, is the
manipulated variable and 𝑇𝑇, reactor temperature, is the controlled
variable. For simulation purpose the equations of the model are
numerically solved by the function ode23t in MATLAB with
integration step 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 =0.1 min.

number of unknown parameters. The equation of the model is given
by:
Eq. 7
𝑓𝑓(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) = 𝐴𝐴(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥)2 + 𝐵𝐵(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥) + 𝐶𝐶
The parameters 𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵 and 𝐶𝐶 of the model are calculated by solving
the normal equation:
𝑝𝑝 = (𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀)−1 𝑀𝑀−1 ∙ 𝐸𝐸0

Eq. 8

𝑝𝑝 = [𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵, 𝐶𝐶]𝑇𝑇 ,

Eq. 9

Where 𝑝𝑝 ∈ ℝ3 is a vector of parameters,
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ×3

Algorithm 1 Selection of adequate data for regression

𝑀𝑀(𝛥𝛥𝑢𝑢) ∈ ℝ
is a matrix of 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 points, which are considered to
determine the parameters 𝑝𝑝.
(𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥[1])2
⋮
𝑀𝑀 = �
2
�𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥[𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ]�

𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥[1]
1
⋮
⋮�
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥[𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ] 1

Eq. 10

At last, 𝐸𝐸0 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ×1 denotes the vector of error values, Eq. 11.
𝐸𝐸0 = �𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 [1] …

𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 �𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 ��

𝑇𝑇

Eq. 11

Equation Eq. 8 can be solved if the inverse (𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀)−1 exists, which
means that the matrix 𝑀𝑀 should have rank equal to the number of
parameters, in our case that number is 3. In other words, the points
used for regression have to be distributed in a way that the rank of
matrix 𝑀𝑀 is not smaller than 3.

At first sight, 3 points seem to be enough to solve the equation
Eq. 8. However, there are cases in which the chosen 3 points are not
suitable. First of all, it is clear that two points should not be placed
in the same location which leads to a reduced rank of 𝑀𝑀.
Furthermore, it has to be ensured that the points are not distributed
on a line. Anyway, if that is the case then the information provided
by the points is not adequate to describe a quadratic function
exactly.

4. Simulation
In this part the algorithm given in [1] reinforced by the
algorithm given with the pseudo code Algorithm 1 is tested. For
sake of simplicity the comparison of this algorithm with simple PID
is dropped because in [1] was already proven that DUPID beat the
performance of simple PID. The DUPID, was tested in two different
scenarios, each one comprised of two cases. In the Scenario 1 a
ramp change is introduced in the SP value. In the case 1, the desired
SP changes linearly from 300 to 305 K. In the second case, case 2,
the SP is linearly changing from 305 to 300 K. In Scenario 2 a Scurve change was introduced in the SP. In Case 1 of Scenario 2, a
S-curve change from 300 to 305K is present. In the Case 2 a Scurve change is introduced in opposite direction, from 305 to 300 K
in SP. A simulation of both scenarios was carried out over a period
of 100 minutes or speaking in simulation steps 𝑁𝑁𝑠𝑠 = 1000. The
parameters of the algorithm given with the pseudo code are
𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 = 5 and 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 0.09. The speed of model update is defined by
the value of DV. The evolution of variable DV in time is given on
Fig5. The parameters of the PID controller used in both scenarios
are the same as the ones given in Table 1 given in [1].

To tackle previously mentioned issue, an algorithm was
designed that will guarantee that the rank of the inverse matrix
(𝑀𝑀𝑇𝑇 𝑀𝑀)−1 is greater or at least equal to 3. Namely, a rank greater or
equal to 3 will be achieved if and only if the data of the last 𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
points consists at least 3 different points. The proposed algorithm is
given with the following pseudo code, Algorithm 1. Where the
vectors 𝜟𝜟𝜟𝜟 and 𝑬𝑬 denote all past points for increment and error
value respectively. The output of this code are the vectors of
adequate data 𝑈𝑈0 and 𝐸𝐸0 used for model update.

3. Case Study

In this paper as a CO a highly nonlinear CSTR system has been
considered. The parameters of the model as well as the equations
for the one are given in, ([1], [9]).

Figure 4 CSTR system simple graphical representation.
The chemical reactor is modelled by the following two equations:
𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑞𝑞
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈
= �𝑇𝑇𝑓𝑓 − 𝑇𝑇� +
𝑘𝑘0 𝑒𝑒 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 +
(𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑉𝑉
𝜌𝜌𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐
𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝑞𝑞
= �𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 − 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 � − 𝑘𝑘0 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒 −𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉

Eq. 12
Figure 5 Speed of point collection and model update.
Eq. 13
The Figure 5depicts how fast the model is updated. From the figure
can be read that the first point is collected after 2 minutes and
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afterwards until the change in SP value is present a point is
collected and the model is updated on every 1 minute. In other
words, the needed 3 points for generation of the initial model are
collected after 4 minutes. Also, from the Figure 5 can be clearly
seen that starting from 400 until the 600-th simulation step the
speed of model update is drastically increased, speaking in time the
model is updated on every 0.2 minutes.
Next, all 4 figures given below depict the temperature response of
the reactor (PV), given with blue line, versus the desired
temperature (SP), given with red dashed line, as the time evolve.
Below the plot of T, on the second and third plots the values of the
increment value 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 and the values of the error at the current iterate
𝑗𝑗 are given.
Figure 8 Response of the system along with the values of the
increment value and error in case 1 of Scenario 2.

Figure 6 Response of the system along with the values of the
increment value and error in case 1 of Scenario 1.

Figure 9 Response of the system along with the values of the
increment value and error in case 2 of Scenario 2.

5. Conclusion and outlook for future work
In this paper an improvement has been introduced to the
algorithm previously presented, in [1]. Previously in [1] was shown
that DUPID has beaten the performance of the standard PID control
algorithm when both controllers were applied to control the
nonlinear CSTR system. However, the problem that had to be dealt
there was that the quadratic model that is incorporated in the SM
didn’t update fast enough and there were cases when the points
selected for regression were not adequate. So, to improve the speed
of model update as well as to guarantee that the data used for
regression is adequate the profile of the variable DV was changed
and also Algorithm 1was introduced. Furthermore, the simulation
results have shown that the DUPID has the ability to drive the
system effectively to steady state and at the same time to follow the
changes in desired temperature with high precision, almost with no
error.

Figure 7 Response of the system along with the values of the
increment value and error in case 2 of Scenario 1.

From Figure 6 and Figure 7, representing the case 1 and 2
respectively of Scenario 1 can be concluded that the DUPID has
proven to be effective not only in steady state phase but also in the
phase when linear change is present. It is easily noticeable that the
CO follows the SP value with high precision.

Here should be mentioned that an effort has been made to
smoothen the variation in the data present with increment value 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥
and 𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 by introducing a simple complementary filter. However,
after extensive tests, has been decided to drop this idea because the
complementary filter not only has proven not to give satisfactory
results but it also increased the time needed for calculation of 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥.

Following figures, Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the simulation
results obtained in Scenario 2. From Figure 8 and Figure 9,
representing the case 1 and 2 respectively of Scenario 2 the
following conclusion can be sketch. The DUPID controller has
proven to be effective in dealing with the effects of the nonlinear
change introduced in the desired temperature profile. Still, as in the
Scenario 1 the steady state precision has been conserved.

Future work will consist of implementing the DUPID and
afterwards comparing it with linear MPC on other type of system
possibly a bioengineering system. In such conditions, it is expected
that the proposed control approach DUPID will achieve similar
performance as MPC but the calculation of the control value in the
case of DUPID will be shorter than in the MPC case.
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MODELLING OF THE FORM OF ELECTRON BEAM WELDING JOINTS
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Abstract: This article discusses a modelling approach for the welded seam form obtained by electron beam welding based on
experimental data and types of mathematical functions. The process of electron beam welding is carried out by dividing the electron beam
into two parts, resulting in the formation of two liquid baths. The samples that are welded are made of stainless steel with a change in
process parameters: the distance between the two electron beam parts and the ratio of the power distribution between the two beam parts,
the frequency of the deflection signal, the beam current, and the welding speed. Focusing current is of constant value. The weld cross
sections shown in different process parameters are used to evaluate their shape using standard mathematical function - Gaussian functions.
Keywords: electron beam welding; geometrical characteristics of the welds, stainless steel, statistical modelling, Gaussian functions.
fitted coefficients. The confidence bounds for fitted coefficients are
given by:

1. Introduction

(2)
C  bt S
where b are the coefficients produced by the fit, t is the inverse of
Student's T cumulative distribution function, and S is a vector of the
diagonal elements from the covariance matrix of the coefficient
estimates, (XTX)-1s2, X is the design matrix, X T is the transpose of
X, and s2 is the mean squared error [4].

Electron Beam Welding (EBW) is a highly efficient and precise
welding method, which is increasingly used in manufacturing and is
of growing importance in different industrial areas such as the
automobile and aerospace sectors. Electron Beam Welding (EBW)
is a fusion welding process, during which intensive electron beams
are implemented for processing of the materials being joined. The
work-pieces melt as the kinetic energy of the electrons is
transformed into heat during the interaction with the welded
materials. EBW is the most widely applied method among the
special welding methods. The reason for this is the possibility of
obtaining very deep and narrow welds with good physical and
mechanical properties with minimal structural changes and thermal
deformations of the welded parts. Most of the advantages of EBW
are based on the use of the high power density of the electron beam
and the possibility to control it easily. Vacuum as working
environment and the big working distance of the electron gun to
treated sample surface are also positive features of the process. It is
possible to process at high welding speeds, the need for subsequent
mechanical and thermal treatment in a number of cases is
eliminated, welding is possible near thermally unstable structural
elements, the cost of materials (no special welding electrodes are
needed) is reduced and the use of materials is improved [1].

2. Experimental conditions
During this investigation 19 experiments of EBW of stainless
steel samples is considered. The formation of a specific penetration
zone configuration in the transverse weld joint section with an
enlarged upper part and a narrow part of the joint weld is observed
during the experiments (Fig. 1).

Many analytical heat transfer models based on different 2-D or
3-D of the electron beam thermal source models have been
developed [2, 3]. Solutions of these models give the shape and the
dimensions of the weld pool. There are many EBW process
parameters that influence the temperature field formation like: the
input energy distribution, the welding speed, material properties,
beam focus position, sample surface distance, emittance and
brightness of the beam etc.

Fig. 1 Weld cross-section, obtained at: L= 6 mm, F = 3 kHz,  = 0, v = 5
mm/s, Ib = 55 mA.

The electron beam welding process was held with beam
deflection into two parts thus performing dual-pool welding. Weld
seam quality is the main advantage of multi-pool welding, at which
more homogenous weld seams are produced. Porosity and the root
spiking are considerably reduced. The deflection was performed by
transmitting rectangular signal to the deflection coils.

In this article, parameter dependent Gaussian model is proposed

for fitting welded shapes F( p ), given by the equation:



F  p   a1  p e

 a3  p e

 2
 
  y b1 p   
  c1  p   


 2
 
  x b3 p   
  c3  p   




 a 2  p e

 2
 
  x b2  p   
  c2  p   



Table 1: Regions of variation of the EBW process parameters.

Factor (Zi) Dimension Coded

(1)

L - Z1
F - Z2
 - Z3
v - Z4
Ib - Z5

where a is the amplitude, b is the centroid (location), c is related to

the peak width, p is the vector of process parameter values (in
coded units, Table 1), x is the coordinate in the cross-section,
perpendicular to the beam movement direction.

mm
kHz
mm/s
mA

p1
p2
p3
p4
p5

Lower level
(Zimin)

Upper level
(Zimax)

2
3
-0.3
5
40

6
20
0.3
15
64.5

Several process parameters have been varied during the
experiments in order to investigate their influence on the shape of
the welded seams (Table 1). Parameter L is the distance between the

The comparison between the estimated mathematical functions
is performed on the base of the calculated confidence bounds for the
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two beams (pools) (Z1, mm), F is the frequency of the deflection
signal (Z2, kHz).

Fi  a1i e

The energy distribution between the two resulting beams (Z 3) is
determined by the parameter  (gamma):
 = (P2-P1)/(P1+P2),

2
 
  y b1i  
  c1i  



(3)

where P1 and P2 are the corresponding beam powers – on the front
and on the back beams. If  has a positive value then the back
electron beam has more power than the front one. The welding
speed is v (Z4, mm/s) and Ib and If are the beam current (Z5, mA)
and the focusing current If. The focusing current was kept constant
If = 835 mA. The EBW parameter variation regions for this
experiment are presented in Table 1.

 a3i e

 a 2i e

2
 
  x b2i  
  c2i  



(4)

2
 
  x b3i  
  c3i  



For example, for the presented in Fig. 1 weld the following
individual Gaussian model is estimated:
  y 1.776740 2 
 
 
  0.448742  


F  -1.188573 e

3. Gaussian and regression models for the shape of
the welds

  x 0.008903 2 
 
 
  1.090250  


 7.988960 e

For each obtained experimentally weld cross-section shape
individual model, representing a sum of three Gaussian terms
(individual Gaussian function) is fitted:

(5)

  x 1.872780 2 
 
 
  0.466039  


 1.427782 e
In Fig. 2 is presented the calculated weld cross-section shape
with weld width B=4.8 mm, weld depth H = 8.13 mm, obtained at
process parameter values L= 6 mm, F = 3 kHz,  = 0, v = 5 mm/s,
Ib = 55 mA. The experimental weld dimensions are presented with
„*‟. It can be seen that the predicted shape of the weld coincides
very well with the experimental one.
For all 19 experiments the values of the estimated coefficients
a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, a3, b3, c3 are given in Table 2, together with the
determination coefficients (R2) and the adjusted determination
coefficients (Radj2) in percent, which are measures for the accuracy
of the estimated models (the closer 100% the better the model is).

Fig. 2 Weld cross-section: * - experimental, ‘line’ - calculated, weld width
B=4.8 mm, weld depth H = 8.13 mm
(L= 6 mm, F = 3 kHz,  = 0, v = 5 mm/s, Ib = 55 mA)
Table 2: Coefficients from individual Gaussian models.
a2

b2

c2

a3

b3

c3

R2, %

R2adj, %

-1,570450 0,474859

-5,917234

-0,022202

1,221080

-0,699475

1,833090

0,351330

99.65

99.61

-0,875037

-1,735090 0,377790

-7,647232

0,025304

1,266160

-1,410696

1,677270

0,453985

99.76

99.73

3

-1,804751

-1,922270 0,527730

-7,868287

-0,010511

1,249500

-1,994837

2,015370

0,542430

99.70

99.67

4

-0,132954

-2,043790 0,134554

-8,723675

-0,348635

0,714420

-5,206013

0,294000

0,407092

99.53

99.46

5

-1,556998

-1,448930 0,444626

-7,152794

-0,009653

0,969220

-2,067454

1,624840

0,472360

99.74

99.71

6

-1,969208

0,111916

1,679230

-1,574085

0,313747

0,300664

-3,658625

-0,095452

0,432229

98.79

98.64

7

-3,164188

-0,672280 1,533210

-6,680782

0,012294

0,575260

-1,758831

1,259300

0,959420

99.53

99.49

8

-0,419151

-1,235290 0,273077

-6,002666

0,011500

0,950600

-1,433122

1,531250

0,447664

99.79

99.77
98.96

N

a1

1

-1,508943

2

b1

c1

9

-5,083204

-0,301056 1,572410

-2,767997

0,056889

0,404838

-1,451276

1,279390

0,394891

99.05

10

-2,748775

-0,300909 0,724710

-2,184923

0,540960

0,762930

-0,923200

1,375920

0,412237

99.76

99.73

11

-1,679807

-1,014790 0,563010

-6,052857

0,012235

0,519890

-1,068968

0,937370

0,376614

99.94

99.94

12

-1,188573

-1,776740 0,448742

-7,988960

0,008903

1,090250

-1,427782

1,872780

0,466039

99.88

99.86
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-0,574210

-2,903250 0,663460

-4,530032

-0,062230

2,360330

-0,848340

2,820440

0,635530

99.75

99.74

14

-1,293227

-1,143660 0,535570

-3,139626

-0,016136

0,981470

-1,178962

1,080450

0,518420

98.87

98.74

15

-1,477974

-1,656200 0,539490

-6,396721

-0,004048

0,911890

-1,324196

1,682660

0,517440

99.92

99.91
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-0,991225

-1,335740 0,350056

-5,979172

0,007796

0,833000

-1,544183

1,353380

0,412923

99.80

99.77
99.83

17

-0,878455

-1,368570 0,359219

-5,209216

0,011172

0,787920

-1,207795

1,320060

0,404544

99.84

18

-1,618936

-0,914340 0,469273

-3,705613

0,018238

0,818300

-1,932899

1,054480

0,480837

99.89

99.88

19

1,980955

2,202550

-2,063183

-0,546350

0,835940

-2,911095

0,705110

1,334760

98.39

98.20

0,333445

14

Table 3: Regression models for the geometry and the quality characteristics for stainless steel.

Coeff.
a1

-0.51070332+2.9476709x3-0.78436911x2x2-2.6501947x3x3-1.0937238x5x52.2737272x1x3+0.26842274x1x4

b1

-1.4233477+0.15946073x1-0.2726584x2+1.411227x3+0.46498872x4-0.30330783x50.31695135x2x2+1.0031487x3x3-1.4008267x1x3+0.33852021x2x4+0.19601225x3x4
0.2457013-0.41353588x3+0.01740861x4-0.07081043x5+0.29929228x2x2+1.1319594x3x3
+0.24373887x5x5+0.03387758x1x2+0.24843x3x4+0.64236588x1x3-0.11390333x1x4

c1
a2

b2
c2
a3
b3
c3

-6.516416+0.81115202x1+0.30801097x2+0.80210999x3+1.2487342x4+2.6566892x3x3
+0.33065165x5x5+1.2221946x1x2-0.29594821x2x4+1.1309061x3x4+1.3779842x4x51.6275967x1x3-0.43927237x1x4
-0.0738153+0.05431196x1-0.04528773x2-0.36832529x3+0.1207588x4+0.23421215x3x3
+0.16413652x5x5 +0.30037332x1x3+0.07087845x4x5-0.04372228x1x4
0.92701875+0.22492582x1+0.28662958x3-0.22144542x4-0.57669733x3x3-0.30078285x2x40.158172x3x4+0.36450524x1x2-0.35959058x1x3
0.75093662x1-0.75582384x3+1.7820196x4-4.9654962x5+0.7030131x2x2-1.8286774x4x40.2008433x2x4-0.60696766x3x4-2.6697512x4x5-1.478161x1x4+1.4753859x1x5
1.2918862+0.08382981x1+0.2388771x2-0.38913532x3-0.3368409x5+0.69258346x2x20.37168074x4x4+0.94198611x5x5-0.52021755x1x4-0.24646391x2x4-0.3628205x3x4
0.42589758-0.03601233x1+0.07368366x2+0.4278724x30.03391621x4+0.13997065x2x2+0.19641134x3x3-0.05249007x4x4-0.13613425x3x40.28174215x1x3-0.05804056x1x4+0.10927779x1x5

In order to make prediction of the shapes of the welds in the
whole experimental region of the process parameters (Table 1), not
only in the experimental points, regression models are estimated for
the coefficients a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2, a3, b3, c3, depending on the




coded values of the process parameters p : a1( p ), b1( p ), c1( p ),
a2(

R2 %

Regression model

The estimated regression models are presented in Table 3 for
the EBW process parameter names p1- p5 in Table 1 and coded in a
range from -1 to 1 values. Conversion from natural (Zi) into coded
(xi) values can be done according to the formula:



Z max, i  Z min,i

.

0.97433 0.94225
0.97779 0.95002

0.98353

0.9506

0.85984 0.71967

0.79901 0.63822
0.96279 0.91628
0.95656 0.90227
0.98727 0.96728

In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are presented for verification experimental
data, individual Gaussian function and general Gaussian function
for two experimental cases:
case 1: process parameters: L= 6 mm, F = 10 kHz,  = 0, v = 5
mm/s, Ib = 45 mA; obtained geometry parameters: weld width
B=4.24 mm, weld depth H = 6.16 mm;
case 2: process parameters: L= 6 mm, F = 10 kHz,  = 0, v = 5
mm/s, Ib = 64.5 mA; weld width B=5.26 mm, obtained geometry
parameters: weld depth H = 8.29 mm.

The data processing is carried out in a coded scale, in order to
avoid problems related to a possible multicollinearity or other
numerical problems in the evaluation of the coefficients of
regression and bad prediction values of the indicator of the quality.

2Z i  Z min,i  Z max, i

0.87361 0.81042

regression models for the coefficients in the general Gaussian
function (1) are obtained from coefficients individual from
Gaussian models (4) for the prediction of the shapes of the welds in
the whole experimental region of the process parameters.







p ), b2( p ), c2( p ), a3( p ), b3( p ), c3( p ).

pi 

R2(adj)%

(6)

Fig. 4 Weld cross-section: weld width B=5.26 mm, weld depth H = 8.29 mm
at process parameters: L= 6 mm, F = 10 kHz,  = 0, v = 5 mm/s, Ib = 64.5
mA
(‘*’ – experimental data, 1 – individual Gaussian functions, 2 – general
Gaussian functions)

4. Conclusions

Fig. 3 Weld cross-section: weld width B=4.24 mm, weld depth H = 6.16 mm
at process parameters: L= 6 mm, F = 10 kHz,  = 0, v = 5 mm/s, Ib = 45
mA,
(‘*’ – experimental data, 1 – individual Gaussian functions, 2 – general
Gaussian functions)

In this article it is demonstrated, that on base of statistical
analysis of the experimental and or calculated data is possible to
predict technological results as well as to make a choice of the
processing parameters for obtaining desirable shapes and
dimensions at joining of metal parts by electron beam welding.

In Table 3 are presented also the determination coefficients R2
and adjusted determination coefficients Radj2 – the square of the
multiple correlation coefficients. It can be seen that the models are
good enough to be used for prediction of the weld shapes. The

The reported statistical model methodology is able to estimate
relations that are difficult to be drawn by implementation of
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analytical thermal models and weld image observation. The models
are applicable in computer expert system that can be built for
operator advice at choice of welding regimes to meet customer‟s
requirements and technical standards. These systems can be used at
education and training of the personal and at prognostication and
optimization of EB welding technology.
In order to improve the estimated models it is possible to
perform more experimental runs, in order to estimate also the
repeatability of the result. Another way to increase the accuracy of
the models is to look for extending of the tests with parameters that
not taken into account at previous experimental series, for example
distance gun-sample surface, focus position, etc.
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Abstract: The research covers the usage of the random numbers in Monte Carlo simulations for air pollution models. Two new random
number generators are developed; their strengths are compared with the existing random number generators. The results in this paper showed
that the two newly developed random number generators achieved better results on a basis of failed test, however it extended the time for
generating random numbers. In future we plan to use the newly developed random generators for filling the missing values in the
measurements.
Keywords: Monte Carlo, Random Numbers, Ecology, Modeling, Random Generators

1. INTRODUCTION
The random numbers are widely used with the Monte Carlo
simulation methods. In this research we will check the impact of the
choice of the random number generator to the results of the air
pollution simulations using the Monte Carlo methods.
The Monte Carlo methods can be described as a class of
computational algorithms based on repeated random sampling to
obtain numerical results. Their essential idea is using randomness to
solve any problem having a probabilistic interpretation. They are
used in the air pollution field to obtain numerical values about
pollutions or in the sampling process where input data is generated
for the simulations.
The research paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we give
an introduction to the problematic in the research, while in section 2
we present some examples for Monte Carlo simulations used in the
air pollution. In Section 3 of the paper, we present the development
of two algorithms for generating random numbers and compare
them with the most popular random number generators. Section 4,
presents the evaluation results from the computed air pollution error
due to choosing different algorithm for the sampling process, while
section 5 concludes the paper and outlines out future research
directions.

Fig. 1. Chinese export of products VS home production of products air
pollution in USA [1].

2.2 Monte Carlo method for simulation of air polution
The Monte Carlo method can be used to make air pollution
simulations making probability models based on small amount of
data that is available for the air pollution in the region.
The method can be used to compute the air pollution in the
kitchen due to the use of wooden stove for cooking. The simulation
takes very small amount of data like the thermal efficiency of the
most used stoves and the distribution for the kitchen sizes. The
simulation explores randomly a lot of possible placements of the
stove in the kitchen, the size of the kitchen, the air currents. One
such research is performed for India, where it is found that huge
percentage of the people are exposed to a lot of air pollutions from
the stoves that they use for cooking presented in Fig. 2 [2].

2. AIR POLITION RESEARCHES THAT USE MONTE

CARLO METHODS FOR AIR POLUTION
Monte Carlo methods are widely used in the air pollutions
models. They are used for sampling the data that is used in the air
pollution models, for Monte Carlo air pollution simulations or other
uses.

2.1 Taking samples with Monte carlo method
Data is collected for the air pollution model. The countries or
the areas are huge so an efficient way for collecting data is needed.
Monte Carlo method provides a way for taking samples in random
period of time in order to collect enough data for the model. This is
used to make scale down version of a whole system and make some
conclusions about that.
The sampled data can be used to compute various scenarios like
the air pollution in the countries in case they produce all of their
products that they consume. This is especially important for big
producers and consumers to determine stake holders of the air
pollution. Like the impact of the Chinese export to the to the air
pollution in USA, shown on Fig. 1 [1].
Fig. 2. Air polution due to using the G3300 stove for cooking [2].
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random numbers cannot be precompiled due to the use of memory
addresses that are not known at the beginning of the program
execution. The difference with the other hardware random
generators is that the algorithm has strong software influence when
generating the random numbers.

3. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATORS

3.1 Development of white noice random number generator
The algorithm is based on physics concepts that are widely
known. The choices of concepts are those that have randomness.
The following physics concepts are used in the algorithm:
•

Entropy is the disorder in the system that is according to
the second law of thermodynamic. Bigger the entropy
means that the system is in more random state. [3].

•

The waves in the quant mechanics are probabilistic
distribution of the position of the particle location. A
particle can be found in multiple positions according to the
explanations for the double slit experiment, which describe
the interference pattern [4].

3.2 Development of genetic random nuber generator
The algorithm is based on biology concepts that are widely
known. The choices of concepts are those that have randomness like
the genetic. The following biology concepts are used in the
algorithm:

The source of randomness that is used in this algorithm is the
memory addresses that are provided by the operating system to the
running program. When new variable is created then memory
address is allocated by the operating system. The memory address
alone is not enough to create something random, so swarm of
addresses are used for that purpose in order to increase the entropy
in the system. The acquired memory addresses form the operating
system along side with the memory content in their location is feed
into wave simulation. The wave function is generated using simple
hash function. The salt is used as different wave function type. The
amplitude can be defined as module of the wave function with the
swarm functions number.

•

Telomeres are segments of DNA attached to the end of the
chromosomes. The role in the cell life it to prevent
uncontrolled number of copies, the telomeres are shortened
every time the cell is copied. When the telomeres are too
short part of the chromosome will not be copied, so the
result cell will not be functional [5].

•

Meiosis represents generation of reproductive cells, the
DNA from the mother and father are recombined in order
to produce new unique organism [6].

•

Mutation is cell information error, which can happen when
the genetic code is changed due to radiation, chemicals or
spontaneous [7].

The meiosis random number generator algorithm utilizes all
those concepts. The seed of the algorithm are 256 bits numbers for
the mother and father; the seed need to be random and generated
with hardware random number generators. The seed is the genetic
material for the mother and the father. The genetic material is
recombined, which mean parts of the mother and father material are
exchanged. The new combination is hashed with SHA3 algorithm
and 256-bit random number is created. The telomeres are added to
the buffer, hashed and used to mutate the genetic material
(randomly flip bits in the genetic material). The process is repeated
for every new random number that needs to be generated. More
details about the algorithm in the activity diagram in Fig. 4. The
meiosis random number generator is pseudo random number
generator because knowing the seed and the algorithm can be
determined the random numbers.

Begining

Initialization of variables

Create list of 10000 waves

End
Generate random number

No

3.3 Comparing the strength of the random number
generators

Yes
User

The library TestU01 contains a lot of tests that can be used to
determine the validity of the random number generators. There are a
lot of groups of tests that can be used. The test group called Crash
contains 144 tests for the random number generators, it takes a lot
of time to execute due to huge number of tests that need to be
performed to the random number generator [8].

Copy 64 waves to the buffer

SH3 HASH

256 bit random number

The gsl library is scientific library that contain a lot of popular
implementation of random number generators [9].

Format change

List of nine random number generators is created including the
two newly created and tested using the Crash test from the TestU01,
the popular random number generators are provided by gsl, the two
new random number generators are called noise and meiosis.

Fig. 3. Activity diagram for the white noice simulation random number
generator

64 functions are copied to a buffer; the buffer is hashed using
SHA3 algorithm and produced 256-bit random number. The most
important part is the way wave functions are chosen to be copied.
The first function that is copied is the 17th function from the
swarm, the amplitude of the 17th function is determined (the
number of functions in the swarm is 10000, the amplitude is number
between 0 and 9999) and used to find the next wave function that
will be copied into the buffer. After one wave function is copied
into the buffer then it is replaced by new wave function using new
memory location. The process continues until 64 functions are
copied into the buffer. The process starts all over when new 256-bit
random number is required, with one change that the start location
is not the 17th wave function but the one determined by the
amplitude of the last wave function in the previous cycle.

The result of the random number generator tests is that the first
group of random number generators failed less than 5% of the tests
(ranlxd2, noise, meiosis, gfsr4, mt19937 and taus2), the second
group of random number generators failed more than 50% of the
tests (mrg, cmrg and rand).

This random number generator showed on Fig. 3 can be
considered as hardware random number generator because the
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less error when used with sampled data with Monte Carlo method in
air pollution simulation. We will see whether or not this is true in
the next chapter.

Beginning

Variables initialization

4. RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS INPACTS IN THE
SAMPLING PROCESS FOR AIR POLLUTION

Acquire genetic material

4.1 Sampling data for air pollution simulation

End
Generate random number

No

The sampling mean creating subset of data that can provide
information for the whole set of data. The whole set of data cannot
be acquired for a lot of processes especially for the air pollution.
The air pollution is changing second by second at every spot in the
ground, so there is no device that can measure it accurate for every
spot and time. The sampling for the simulations can be produced
using Monte Carlo method, which is measurement of the pollution
in random time. Sufficiently height number of measurements will
reduce the error.

Yes
Update genetic material

User

Copy genes to buffer

SH3 HASH

The sampling process will require gate in order to determine
whether or not to make measurement and the specific moment. The
simplest gate is to use random number to determine it. For example:
random numbers between 0 and 10 are generated, if the number is
bugger then 5 make measurement in that time. This is the simplest
version of gate.

Change format

256 random number

Copy genes and telomere into buffer

SH3 HASH

More complicated gates are wall and membrane.
256 random number mutator

•

Wall represent gate that will let certain percentage of
measurements to pass only if the random numbers are
sufficiently high. For example: if the wall maximum size is
100 and the wall size is 90, then only the random numbers
bigger than 90 will skip the wall and produce
measurements. In this case the expected percentage of
successful leap of the wall is 10% of the time.

•

Membrane represent gate that contains opening that lets
some measurement pass through it. For example: if the
membrane has 10 opened holes from 100 possible (random
numbers can be assigned to the wholes like 33, 22, 78, 45,
82, 63, 49, 87, 37 and 19), then only the numbers
generated that are contained in the list will pass the
membrane and produce measurements. In this case the
expected percentage of successful pass through the
membrane is 10% if the time.

Mutate genes

Substitute genetic material

Fig. 4. Activity diagram for the meosis random number generator

TABLE 1. RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORS COMPARISON
RNG name

Failed tests

Failed tests percentage

Used time

ranlxd2

0

0.00%

03:16:36

noise

1

0,69%

29:45:02

meiosis

1

0,69%

06:03:32

gfsr4

2

1,38%

00:50:35

mt19937

3

2,08%

00:53:14

taus2

7

4,86%

00:48:08

mrg

76

52,77%

01:01:30

cmrg

76

52,77%

01:12:35

rand

85

59,02%

00:57:44

4.2 Sampling error using air pollution data for Skopje
The air pollution data that is used is for Skopje from the period
of 2007 to 2013. It contains 500000 records for pollutants PM10, O3,
CO, NO2, PM25 and SO2. The data can be used to compute statistics
like the average value of the pollutants in Skopje.
The Monte Carlo simulation will sample part of the data and
compute the difference between the real values and the computed
values of the average pollutant. Two gates are used to determine if
the sampled data will be used for the computations (wall and
membrane) or not, there are six pollutants, there are nine random
number algorithms, the simulations will be performed five times per
use case, and so the total number of simulations that will be
computed is 6*2*9*5=540. The simulations had executed for
several hours.

According to the test the two new created random number
generators scored good with just one test failed and are part of the
first group. The second group is clearly the one that has worst score
as random number generators then the first group. So, the most
obvious conclusion from those tests is that using the first group of
random number generators has more advantage then using the
second group of random number generators due to more
randomness in the first group.
Checking whether or not the first group of random number
generators have more advantage then the second group of random
number generators is a big task due to a lot of checks needed for
every different context that the random number generators are used.
Some clues can be received if we check it in specific context like
the sampling algorithms in the air pollution simulations. The initial
hypothesis is that the better random number generator will produce
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increased to higher percentage, the values of the uncertainty is
reduced even more. The uncertainty of the computation is
exponentially reduced depending on the percentage of data included
into the simulation.

Noice Wall
Meosis Wall
Rand Wall
Ranlxd2 Wall
Gfsr4 Wall
Mt19937 Wall
Taus2 Wall
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1…

Mrg Wall
Cmrg Wall

Fig. 5. Uncertainty when computing average value of PM10 when using
wall.

The computation of the uncertainty for the values of the other
pollutant follow the same pattern so only the values for PM10 are
displayed at the graph. The X axis represents the percentage of data
that is used for the computation of the average value for the
pollutant. The Y axis is the absolute values in percentage of the
difference between the computed values and the simulated values
with the Monte Carlo method. If the percentage of data used for
computation is very small, then the uncertainty is big. For example:
50 random measurements from the set of 500000 is 0.0001% of the
data, the uncertainty for computation of the average values for the
pollutant is about 40%, that is expected because 50 measurements
are very few.

Fig. 5 displays the results sampled using the wall algorithm for
sampling, Fig. 6 displays the results sampled using the membrane
algorithm for sampling. When comparing them there can be
concluded that the sampling doesn’t depend on the chosen
algorithm for creating the gate.
The sampling is performed using nine random number
generator algorithms, the strength of the algorithms was different
according to the testing of the algorithms, but the result of the
Monte Carlo simulation for every one of them is very similar, so we
can conclude that the choice of random number generator didn’t
impact the results of the computation in the simulation. This is
expected from the point of few of sampling, since the measurements
are slow change variables. There were two groups, the first group
fails less than 5% of the tests, and the second group fails more than
50% of the tests for randomness.

5. CONCLUSION
The algorithm choice for random numbers in Monte Carlo
simulations for air pollution doesn’t impact the computed results as
long as have decent performances. This is opposite from what was
expected according to the algorithms tests for random number
generators. This is due to the fact that the pollution parameters
measurement doesn’t change too much quickly over short period of
time. The results from our research in future will focus on
implementing random number generators in filling the gaps of
missing values of the measurements as well as improving the Monte
Carlo method with faster random generators.

6. LITERATURE
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Abstract: This paper deals with dynamic analysis of particular type Construction Cranes known as tower crane during rotational motion
of its jib. Methodology of analysis consists of Schematic Design of model, which implements schemes with block diagrams to analyze cranes
and their parts during particular work cycle. This procedure consists of crane model development of interconnected elements that represents
crane parts, 3-D visualization and simulation of motion. Analysis will be carried out through simulations, and solution of Euler differential
equations of second order gained from schematic model. Dynamic parameters investigated are: acceleration, angular velocity, forces and
torques in main parts of crane, and influence of load swinging. Diagrams will be presented for main parts of crane as the solution results of
the analyzed system. Results gained will be used to get conclusions about dynamic behavior of crane, present graphs of main parameters and
search for regulation of optimal jib rotation. Analysis will be done using modeling and simulations with computer application MapleSim.
Also, results gained from simulations will be compared with those from experimental measurements.
Keywords: TOWER CRANE, CRANE‘S JIB, SCHEMATIC DESIGN, DYNAMIC ANALYSIS, ROTATIONAL MOTION,
SYSTEMS REGULATION, MODELING, SIMULATIONS
Study is based in the theory of crane dynamics, multibody
dynamics and systems design. It is a contribution to the topics of
cranes: dynamic analysis, Modeling & Simulation of construction
cranes, control and optimization of rotational motion, Sustainable
design and control, Safety of heavy lifting devices.

1. Introduction
Tower crane taken for analysis is tower crane, the type of
construction cranes with horizontal jib attached to the mast. Model
of tower Crane is designed with software MapleSim 6.1 [3]. It is
created based on data from manufacturer Wolff (Fig.1), [1].
Technical data for the model of crane are: Length of Jib: Lj = 44 m,
Mass of Jib: mj = 5230 kg = 51.3 kN; Mass of counterweight jib:
mlj = 2000 kg = 19.62 kN; Counterweight mass: mco = 8000 kg =
78.48 kN; Height of Mast: Lms = 28.7 m, Height of upper mast: Lums
= 4 m, Mass of mast: ma = 27310 kg = 268 kN; Max carrying load:
Qmax = 62 kN; Jib angular velocity: ω = 3.5 deg/s. (Fig.2)

2. Schematic design of Tower crane
In Fig. 3 is presented schematic design and block diagram of
tower crane created with software MapleSim 6.1, which enables
topological representation and interconnects related components
[3]. Schematic diagram is created in order to apply analysis,
generate differential equations and apply simulations. Elements of
diagram are chosen to best represent parts of crane and its motion
through simulations.

Fig. 1. Crane type Wolff 6531.6, at the place of work [1]

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of tower crane with jib rotational motion
Block diagram starts from left, with basement and mast of
crane, and continues to the right where hoisting and Load Q is
connected. All crane parts are designed with these elements (Fig.3):
- Rigid body frames (bars): Basement frames, left and right –
Lw1 & Rw1; Mast- M1; Upper Mast- UM; Counterweight Jib- LJ;
Jib first part- J1; Jib second part- J2;
- Fixed Frames – Left basement restraint - Lw; Right basement
restraint – Rw.
- Concentrated masses: Basement mass – mw; Mass of mast –
ma, ma1; Mass of upper mast- m1, Counterweight mass - mco;
Masses of Jib-m2, m3, m4; Mass of Pulley system – Pu; Load - Q;

Fig.2. Tower crane main parts and dimensions [1]
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- Revolute joints: Rotation Gear - RG; Rotation links - P1, P2,
P3, P4; Spherical links: Link between jib and telpher – SP1; Hook
link with pulley system – SP2.
On the Rotation Gear - RG is attached rotation motor MR, the
element that gives the power - torque necessary to rotate the crane
with angular velocity ω = 3.5 deg/s. For best simulation scenario is
implemented ramp function connected to rotation motor – Rfn.

Modern software’s calculate physical modeled systems through
mathematical models, numeric methods and Finite Elements
Method. These calculations are based on Euler-Lagrange Equation
(3.1), and forces acting on crane applied for regulation [5]. The
modeling result is an n-degree-of-freedom crane model whose
position is described by generalized coordinates q = [q1 … q1 ]T,
and which is enforced, in addition to the applied forces, by m
actuator forces/moments u = [u1… um ]T, where m<n, [7]. The crane
dynamic equations can be written in the following second order
differential equation:

- Restrain cables - are created with spring and dumping
elements SD1 & SD2, translation link – C1 & C2, cable length – k1
& k2. Left side restraint cables elements – k1, C1, SD1; Right side
restraint cables elements – k2, C2, SD2; Spring constant for restraint
cables is k = 500 kN/m and Damping constant is d = 7 kNm/s [11].
- Lifting cables - are created with Spring and dumping element
SD3, translation link – C3, cable length – k3; For the element SD1,
pring constant for lifting cables is k = 400 kN/m and Damping
constant is d = 7 kNm/s [11].
- Carrying cables – created with cable length element - H1.
Elements SP1, SD3, C3, k3, Pu, H1 and Q represents hoisting
mechanism, and are modelled as double pendulum system. [2],[12]
In Fig. 3 is presented discrete-continuous model of crane used
for model view and simulation. This model is 3-D visualization
created by software recurring from Block diagram in Fig. 3. On this
model, simulations will be performed in time frame of 0< t < 20 s.
During this simulation time, crane will rotate 50º.

M(q)· 𝑞𝑞̈ + C(q, 𝑞𝑞̇ )·𝑞𝑞̇ +

𝜕𝜕𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝

= Q(q, 𝑞𝑞̇ ) - BT·u

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕

(3.3)

where M is the n x n generalized mass matrix, C(q, 𝑞𝑞̇ ) is n x n
matrix of Corriolis Forces, ∂E p is the vector of gravity, Q is n∂q

vector of generalized applied forces, and BT is the n x m matrix of
influence of control inputs u on the generalized actuating force
vector fu = - BTu, [7].
After completion and testing of model, Software Maplesim has
powerful module for symbolic generation of differential equations.
There are 18 DOF from crane model (Fig. 3), which gives 18
differential equations. Variables in differential equations are:
C1_F(t) – force in translational joint C1; C1_F2(t) – force 2 in
translational joint C1 (towards y); C2_F(t) – force in translational
joint C2; C2_F2(t) – force 2 in translational joint C2 (towards y);
C3_F(t) – force in C3 translational joint; C3_s(t) – motion in C3
translational joint; Pu_η (t), Pu_ξ(t), Pu_ζ(t) – variables of pulley
mass Pu; Q_η (t), Q_ξ(t), Q_ζ(t) – variables of load Q; RG_M(t) –
variable of moment-torque in the RG rotation Gear; P1_θ(t)–
Rotational variable of P1 revolute joint; P2_θ(t)– Rotational
variable of P2 revolute joint; RG_ ζ(t)– Rotation of revolute joint
(rotation gear) RG; SD2 _s_rel(t) – Relative length of right restraint
cables SD2; SD1 _s_rel(t) – Relative length of left restraint cables
SD2.

3.1. Differential equations
There are 18 Differential equations that represents rotation
motion of crane. They are long; we will present them in short form:

Fig. 4. Discrete-continuous model of tower crane in the form of 3-D
visualization

3. Differential equations of tower crane for the case of
rotational motion

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝜕𝜕𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘

� 𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞̇ � +
𝑖𝑖

𝜕𝜕𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝
𝜕𝜕𝑞𝑞 𝑖𝑖

= Qi

(i=1, 2...n)

1
2

4·sin(P1(θ(t)) = 0

...(3.1.2)

-4+4·cos(P2(θ(t)) –SD2_s_rel(t) = 0

...(3.1.3)

4 – SD1_s_rel(t)- 4·cos(P1(θ(t)) = 0

...(3.1.4)

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

C3_s(t)) = 0

...(3.1.5)

576000·sin(P1(θ(t)) ·( RG_ θ(t))2·cos(P1(θ(t))𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
4·sin(P1(θ(t))·C1_F(t)+4· cos(P1(θ(t))·C1_F2(t)+
5760000001
10000

𝑑𝑑

· (

𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

P1(θ(t)))-706320· cos(P1(θ(t)) = 0

...(3.1.6)

-292180·cos(RG_θ(t))·cos(P2_θ(t))·sin(Pu_ξ(t))·
𝑑𝑑
sin(Pu_η(t))·cos(Pu_ζ(t))·( Pu_ξ(t))2·C3_s(t)+1112320·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
cos(RG_θ(t))· cos(P2_θ(t))·...· cos(Q_ξ(t))·
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
( ( Q_ζ(t)))-291280· sin(RG_θ(t))· cos(P2_θ(t))

(3.1)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Where: qi - are generalized coordinates for system with n
degrees of freedom, Ek is Kinetic Energy, Ep is Potential energy, Q
is the n-vector of external forces acting at joints. Kinetic energy for
mechanical systems is in the form:

Ek (q, 𝑞𝑞̇ ) = 𝑞𝑞 𝑇𝑇̇ ∙ 𝑀𝑀(𝑞𝑞) ∙ 𝑞𝑞̇

...(3.1.1)

-C3_F(t)-400000·C3_s(t)-7000·(

To formulate dynamics of this system, standard Euler-Lagrange
methods are applied, by considering the crane as a multi-body
system composed by links and joints. For a controlled system with
several degrees of freedom (DOF), the Euler-Lagrange equations
are given as [7], [4], [8]:
𝑑𝑑

-4·sin(P1(θ(t)) = 0

· sin(Pu_ξ(t))· cos(Pu_η(t))·(
3

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

( C3_s(t)))+

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

· ( RG_ θ(t))-RG_M(t) = 0

5000 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

...(3.1.7)

𝑑𝑑

-66200·cos(Pu_ξ(t))2·( Pu_ζ(t))2·

(3.2)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑

cos(Pu_θ(t))2+6620·( Pu_ζ(t))2·C3_s(t)· cos(Pu_θ(t))2+6620·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

Ep(q) – is potential energy that is a function of systems position.

cos(Pu_ξ(t))2·C3_s(t)·( Pu_η(t))2...-12640· sin(Q_η(t))·

M(q) - is a symmetric and positive matrix of inertias [6].

sin(Q_ξ(t))· sin(Q_ζ(t))· ( Q_ξ(t))2 ·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
· sin(Pu_ξ(t))· sin(Pu_η(t))· sin(Pu_ζ(t)) = 0
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑

...(3.1.8)

𝑑𝑑

12640·sin(Pu_ξ(t))· sin(Pu_η(t))·( Pu_ξ(t))2·C3_s(t)·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
cos(Pu_η(t))·sin(Q_ξ(t))·sin(Q_η(t))+...+126400·
cos(Q_ζ(t))·sin(Q_ξ(t))·cos(Q_η(t))·sin(Pu_ξ(t))· cos(Pu_η(t))·
cos(Pu_ζ(t))·

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

( Pu_ θ(t))+

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

252800001 𝑑𝑑
10000

𝑑𝑑

· ( Q_η(t)) = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

-2912800·sin(RG_ζ(t))·Sin(P2_θ(t))·cos(Pu_ζ(t))·
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
cos(Pu_ξ(t))· ( Pu_ζ(t))+...+582560·sin(RG_θ(t))·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
sin(P2_θ(t))·sin(Pu_ξ(t))·sin(Pu_η(t))·sin(Pu_ζ(t))·
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑
( Pu_ζ(t))· ( C3_s(t)) = 0
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

Rotation motion is achieved with moment-torque generated
ftom rotation motor MR, as a power element in the system (fig.3). It
enables simulation of jib rotation. Simulation has three phases
(Fig.6) [4],[9]:
First phase – Initial rotation. Value of power torque is Mt =
70000 Nm. Time of rotation is 0 s <t < 14 s. Second phase –
Stopping phase of Jib rotation that usually lasts few seconds, while
there is no sudden stop of motion in reality. This phase starts after
first phase, and lasts 3 seconds, at simulation time 14 s <t < 17 s.
Third phase – there is no torque from motor MR, value is Mt = 0.
Jib rotation will slow down until it stops. It lasts between time 17 s
< t < 20 s, which is the end of simulation. It is implemented in order
to monitor end of rotation.
Simulation of crane rotation is achieved with adjustment of
torque given from rotation motor RM, using ramp function Rfn
(Fig.3, Fig.6). Regulation of rotation motion with regulation of
torque is achieved through numerous tests in order to achieve
planned simulation and angular velocity ω = 3.5 deg/s, and to get
best results with less oscillations [2], [9], [4]. The value of torque
gained from simulations that accurately represents rotation of jib is
Mt = 70000 Nm = 70 kNm. This is the main process of regulation
and control of crane rotation in this paper [5]. Other important
parameters for regulation are:
- Hoisting mechanism - Spring and dumping element SD3 and
translation link C3, in order to minimize effect of vibrations which
appears in lifting cables and jib during rotation [7]. Spring constant
for SD3 is determined with value k = 400 kN/m and damping
constant is d = 7 kNm/s [11].
- Restrain cables - elements SD1, C1, SD2, C2. Spring constant
for SD1 and SD2 is determined with value k = 500 kN/m and
damping constant is d = 7 kNm/s [4]. Restraint cables have higher
stiffness than lifting cables.
Next will be presented graphical results for main parts of crane,
where horizontal axis is time (t = 0…20 s) and vertical axes are
corresponding values of dynamic and kinematic parameters. Only
most significant graphs will be shown.

...(3.1.9)

...(3.1.10)

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

132400 ·C3_s(t)· ( Pu_η(t))+6620·C3_s(t)2· ( Pu_η(t))𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑

662000·cos(Pu_ξ(t))2· ( Pu_η(t))+126400·sin(Pu_ζ(t))·
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
sin(Pu_ξ(t))·cos(Pu_η(t))·sin(Q_η(t))·cos(Q_ξ(t))·
𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑
sin(Q_ζ(t))· ( Q_ξ(t)) = 0
...(3.1.11)
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

…
𝑑𝑑

SD1_s_rel(t) =

𝑑𝑑

SD2_s_rel(t) =

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

….
−1

7000
−1

7000

….

·C1_F(t) -

500

·SD1_s_rel(t)

...(3.1.17)

·C2_F(t) -

500

·SD2_s_rel(t)

...(3.1.18)
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4. Experimental measurements
Measurements in the tower crane are done in the place of work,
where crane is mounted, in one local company in Prishtina, Kosovo
(Fig.1 and Fig.5). They will be used for validation of results. Main
measured parameter was force in carrying cables – Fh (Fy). It was
measured with dynamometer type Dini Argeo attached to the Hook
[10], during the rotation of crane (Fig.5). There were 5
measurements achieved, and results are shown in Table.1:
Time (s)
1
5
8
11
17

Force in carrying cables - Fy (N)
61800
62600
63100
62350
62150

Table 1. Results of Fh (Fy) with dynamometer in carrying cables

Fig.6. Ramp function Rfn
of torque Mt , (Nm)

Fig.7. Force Fh (Fy) in carrying
cables (ro1), (N)

5.1. Results for carrying cables H1 and Load Q
Carrying cables – H1 (fig.3) and load Q are connected together
as part of hoisting mechanism, and are being carried by crane’s jib.
Load Q makes swinging and oscillations during rotation motion.
This behavior influences directly and indirectly other parts of tower
crane. Results of main parameters are shown in Fig.7 to Fig.11. It is
important to identify dynamic behavior of carried load in order to
understand dynamic occurrences that affect other parts of crane.
In Fig.7 is graph of vertical force Fy in carrying cables H1.
Force F(y) is Componential Force towards y axis, in negative
direction. It has average value of F(y) ≈ |-61000| N, which is close
to measurements in Tab.1. This validates results achieved with
modelling and simulations. Values of other components F(x) or F(z)
are small and will not be shown in graphs. In Fig.8 are shown
acceleration a(y) and angular acceleration α(x) for carrying cables
H1. Graph of acceleration a(y) in cables is more intense at the start
of rotation. Graph of angular acceleration α(x) has heavy dynamic
curve at entire process of rotation.

Fig.5. Measurements with Dynamometer during rotation of crane

5. Graphical results for main parts of crane
Based on the model created, differential equations gained, and
simulations, results are achieved for main dynamic parameters [2],
[9]: Velocity (v) (m/s), Acceleration (a) (m/s2), Angular velocity (w)
(rad/s), Angular acceleration (α) (rad/s2), Force (F) (N), Force
Moment-Torque (T) (Nm). Results are achieved after simulations
are applied on designed system, Fig.3 & Fig.4. Simulations are
planned to reflect real rotation of crane in order to achieve reliable
results and comparable with experimental measurements. Time of
simulation is t = 20 s.
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In Fig.9 are given graphs of load Q changing position in
distance x and y, during rotation.
In Fig.10 are given velocity components v(y) and v(z), which
concludes that load Q has irregular motion and oscillations. v(y) is
very intense at the start of motion, due to swinging of load toward y
axes, but after time t≈10 s it has low oscillations. v(z) is velocity on
z axes, that increases until t = 14 s, and after that it stops, due to
decrease and stop of motor torque Mt (Fig6). v(z) has less
oscillations than v(x).

5.2. Results for Crane’s Jib
Jib of tower crane is considered most important part for rotation
motion (Fig.1 & Fig.2). It is a horizontal metallic structure with the
grid of beams. Dynamics and oscillations from the load Q and
hoisting mechanism are passed on the Jib. Results of main
parameters – kinematic and dynamic for the Jib first part-J1 are
shown in Fig. 12 to Fig.15. Important conclusion is that oscillations
occurring on Load Q and lifting cables are passed on the Jib of
crane with similar form of curve, periods, and frequencies.

Fig. 12. Acceleration a(x) and a(z) in the Jib, (m/s2)

Fig.8. Carrying Cables H1 – acceleration a(y) (m/s2) and angular
acceleration α(x) (rad/s2)

Fig. 13. Velocity v(z) (m/s), and Angular velocity w(y) (rad/s) in
the Jib
Fig.9. Position of Load Q – in x and y axes (m)

Fig. 14. Force components F(x) and F(y) in the Jib, (N)
Fig.10. Load Q – Velocity v(y) and v(z), (m/s)

Fig.11. Load Q – angular velocity w(x) and angular accel. α(x)

Fig. 15. Torque T(z) in the Jib (Nm)

In Fig.11 are given graphs of angular velocity w(x) and angular
acceleration α(x) of load Q. Curve of these parameters is dynamic,
in a form of sinusoids, with medium periods of oscillations and high
amplitudes, which are intense after t > 5 s.

Based on graphs and parameters taken for analysis, we can
conclude that parameters are dynamic in nature, almost on entire
process of Jib motion, with high oscillations and amplitudes at the
start of rotation process.
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5.3. Results for Restraint cables
Restraint cables (k1 and k2) have stabilizing effect for crane’s
Jib and counterweight Jib. In fig.16 are given graphs of acceleration
a(x) and angular acceleration α(y). Conclusion is that these cables
are under heavy dynamic process with high amplitudes.

Fig.20. Basement - Torque T(y)

Fig.21. Basement - Torque T(z)

6. Conclusions
The main problem in tower cranes during rotation are
oscillations as dynamic occurrences. It is important to identify and
regulate them. Essential to the design of high performance motion
control is the development of accurate mathematical models – in
order to describe the crane dynamics [12]. To do this we created
crane model with schematic design and 3-D visualization. Important
part of analysis is creating accurate model and implementing proper
simulations plan that reflects real crane’s rotation motion, so that
results are reliable. Results are gained for main dynamic parameters
and compared with experimental measurements. From results it can
be concluded that oscillations in all parts of crane are heavy and
mostly with irregular occurrence. They occur in different planes.
Oscillations have high intensity are mostly at the start of process.
Minimizing oscillations was achieved through planning of rotation
torque, parameters of hoisting mechanism, parameters of restraint
cables and numerous simulations, in order to find optimal rotation
[4], [8]. This is done with the aim to optimize the value of rotation
torque in the motor which is important parameter for regulation and
optimization. This work is also important for safety at work with
cranes. It can be used also for further optimization analysis for other
work processes like load lifting and telpher travel of tower crane.

Fig. 16. Acceleration a(x) (m/s2), and angular acceleration α(y)
in Right restraint Cables, (1/s2)

Fig. 17. Force F(x) (N), and torque T(z) (Nm), in Right restraint
Cables
In fig. 17 are shown graphs of active force component F(x) and
Torque T(z) that act on right restraint cables. At the beginning they
undergo heavy oscillations, which after t>10 s decrease.
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Basement of crane is part where crane is mounted on the
ground. In Fig. 2 is shown with two Fixed Frames named Lw and
Rw, bars Lw1 and Rw1 and mass mw. Force component R(y) in Fig.
18 is reaction force. Graph has dynamic form of curve, with
oscillations at the start of rotation. Max value of force F(y) is: Fymax
= |-570000| N, at the start of rotation process. After time t > 5.5 s,
values are lower and less dynamic, with low oscillations. Values of
R(x) and R(z) are small and not shown.

Fig.18. Force component R(y)

Fig.19. Torque T(x) (Nm)

In Fig.18 to Fig.21 are given graphs of components for
moment-torque in the Basement. Oscillations from the Jib and
Restraint cables are passed at the Basement, which most important
support for keeping the stability of crane. In Fig. 20, value of torque
is similar in form as initial torque given by the motor MR (Fig.6).
Negative values of torques, and for other parameters in this work,
are based on orientation towards referent coordinate system,
originating in the Basement’s center point (Fig.2, Fig.4).
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A INVERSE PROBLEM IN ULTRASONIC TESTING AND
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS
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Abstract: The direct problem in ultrasonic testing (UT) is: “Evaluation of attenuation coefficient by means velocity of ultrasonic
wave propagation, frequency and grain size in polycrystalline materials”. The inverse problem in UT is formulate as “Non-destructive

(VL ;VT ; α L ; f )

evaluation of grain size by measurement of acoustical characteristics”. The values of acoustical characteristics

( )

are

measured, according ASTM E 494:2015. In this article a equation for grain size D is derived.
Key words:, ultrasonic testing, acoustical characteristics, grain size, yield stress, ultimate tensile stress, fatigue limit.

It is accepted that the constant is called "Pierre-Nabaro's tension"
[3]. It takes into account the frictional tension - which
compensates for the forces overcome by the dislocations when
they move into the grain, [3]:

1.Introduction
In UT investigation of polycrystalline materials the relationship

α L = α L (VL ;VT ; f ; D )

is obtain. This is Lifshic-

Parhomenko-Merkulov’s formula [1]
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- angle of maximum deviation of the slip directions,
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then from relationships (5) and (7) are obtain

σS

σS =σ0 + Ky D

ϑ


b

 25π (1 − ν

is obtain

(7)

This value is evaluated by means Hall-Petch’s relationship [3]
(3)

coefficient. It takes into

- module of the Burger,s vector [3].

Ky

3. Mechanical properties
3.1. Yield stress -

is

After regrouping the values in (6), for the Petch’s coefficient

− αL = 0

This is equation for evaluation of the grain size

2
=
G cosϑ

where

)

3

Ky

(6)

acoustical characteristics
of the
VL ;VT ; α L ; f
material”.
After reversing the direct problem (1), a cubic equation (with a
single real root) to determine the grain size is obtained [2]
4

σ0

account the passage of dislocations from one grain to another
[4]:

2. Inverse problem in ultrasonic testing
The inverse problem in UT is formulate as “Non -destructive

(

2π  c 
 
 (1 − ν )  a 


exp  −

2 G
3 1 −ν
where [σ 0 ] = MPa ; [G] = GPa.
The constant K y is called Petch’s

This is direct problem in ultrasonic testing (UT).

(D )

2G
1 −ν

σ0 ≈ .

(5)

- attenuation in ultrasonic
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=

low - carbon steels. The approximation of parameter

and
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3 
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 V L VT 

evaluation (NDE) of grain

τ PN

where ν - Poisson coefficient, G - sliding module, a and c crystalline grid parameters in a plane {100}. For c ~ 0.2% i.e.

f – frequency;

- velocity of longitudinal - V L

VT - ultrasonic waves, α L

wave propagation,
W(V) =

D
 
2
 

( )

density;

(VL ;VT ; α L ; f )

 4.π

 3
D -

−1 / 2

(10)
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2 G (VL ;VT )
;
3 1 − ν (VL ;VT )
1 G (VL ;VT )
.
Ky ≈ .
4 1 − ν (VL ;VT )

σ0 ≈ .

,

This is the obvious look of coefficients
Petch’s relationship (3).

σS

NDE of yield stress -

D = D(V L ;VT ; α L ; f )

(σ

0

;Ky )

in Hall(20)

is by (9), (10) and the solution
(21)

of equation (2).
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K y( −1)

According (8) the coefficients

= ϕ (ν ).HB

This is Stroh‘s relationship [5] in type
(13)

( )

HB = σ 0( HB ) + K y( HB ) D

where
(14)

σ 0( HB ) =

(15)

K y( HB ) =

(

σ0
ϕ (ν )
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σ 0( HB ) =

(17)

K y( HB ) =
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σ 0( −1) ≈

(25)
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σ B ≈ 0.34 HB

)
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of equation (2) .

by

Markovic’s

relationship,
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{}

(σ (

; K y(−1)

) in (18) is being

considered the ratio [8]

σ −1 0.165HB
=
= 0.165ϕ −1 (ν )
σS
ϕ (ν )HB

( )

σ −1
=σ 0 + K y D
0.165ϕ −1 (ν )

)

σ B = σ B (VL ,VT ; a L ; f ) ;
σ −1 = σ −1 (VL ;VT ; α L ; f ) .
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of equation (2) and Markovic’s

σ −1 = σ 0(−1) + K y(−1) D

D = D(V L ;VT ; α L ; f ) .

σ S , σ B and σ −1 by means
(27) σ S = σ S (V L , VT ; α L ; f ) ;

3.3. Fatigue limit - σ −1
This value is evaluated by Terentiev’s relationship [9]

(19)
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The values measurement of VL ;VT ;α L
are according
ASTM E 494:2015.
For the non-destructive evaluation of mechanical properties:
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If ϕ (ν ) ≡ ϕ V L ;VT , then according (5) , (7), and (8), the
relationships (14) and (15) are recorded in the form
(16)

1
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.
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Putting (11) in Hall-Petch’s relationship (3) we have

σS =σ0 + Ky D
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ϕ (ν )
0.165
Ky .
K y(−1) =
ϕ (ν )

(22)

σ S = ϕ (ν ).HB

where HB– Brinel’s hardness, ν -Poison ratio,

(12)

0.165

According (5) and (7) for the coefficients (20) and (21) are obtain

3.2. Ultimate tensile stress - σ B
Is being considered the Busibesq’s solution [6,7]
(11)

σ 0( −1) =

−1 / 2

.

Therefore
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Abstract. The paper presents standard statistical robust bi-criteria procedure for determining expert assessments for the influence of
magnesium alloy components on the controlled mechanical properties: tensile strength and relative elongation. There are obtained
regression models describing mechanical characteristics from the amount of aluminum, manganese, nickel and silicon directly related to
the exploitation properties of the product. The applied bi-criteria approach makes it possible to determine of compositions ensuring
relatively optimal values of the explored quality indicators.
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final properties of casting magnesium alloy. The statistical analysis
of industrial data is an important and supporting alternative in such
cases. That is why we have limited the field of study only to the
influence of the chemical composition of the heat-treated alloys on
the set of properties. In the context of the analysis of metallurgical
processes, different methods to study the data described in the
references can be found [2],[3] and [4].
The statistical analysis presented in this paper is based on of
data collected during the real production process described in [5]
and [6].
The ranges of change of the used alloying elements of ferrous
alloys are listed in Table 1.

I. Introduction
Modern industry has to improve the parameters of creating
products taking into account environmental and economic
constraints. In this aspect competing magnesium companies need
to have software tools and approaches to assist their activity in
finding rational decisions related to the impact of composition and
processing parameters on the final properties of the manufactured
products. The possession of such tools helps to monitor and control
production and technology change with reaching various
technological properties of the final product. The creation of
mathematical models to analyze the objects of metallurgical and
casting process under examination is an important stage in
achieving this goal. These models contribute to improve the set of
properties and the final product quality. It is confirmed that it is
possible to meet the requirements of the current market by
implementation of such models. The wide range of problems,
which Taguchi method has been applied to, is shown in [1].
The core of Taguchi approach consists of the method for
reducing the influence of factors called noise (disturbing) that
impair the quality parameters of the product/process. It is where the
radical difference from the traditional technique of quality, which
provides identification of existing sources and conduction of
measurements that are often costly due to their control. The
parametric design of Taguchi ensures non-sensitivity to noise along
the way to the proper selection of certain parameters called
controllable factors. The centerpiece of this approach is the method
of reducing the impact of factors called noise that reduce the
product/process quality parameters. It is where the radical
difference from the traditional technique of quality, which provides
identification of existing sources and conducting measurements
often costly due to their control, lies. Taguchi parametric design
ensures non-sensitivity to noise through a proper selection of
certain parameters called controllable factors.
The aim of this paper is to present a robust approach for
determining the influence of alloying elements on the properties of
magnesium-based casing alloys that ensures better results than the
input ones used to obtain a mathematical model.
The proposed approach facilitates the optimization of the
magnesium alloy chemical composition improving the properties
of the final product. These requirements generally are followed
according to the standards but also may be associated with certain
additional requirements claimed by users. All these pre-imposed
conditions lead to a set of constraints that must be satisfied by
acceptable solutions. Some restrictions can be defined as relations
with true quantitative nature. This is especially important to
restrictions on mechanical properties of the final product. Their
proper formula is based on good mathematical models describing
the effect of alloy composition and processing parameters on the

Table 1. Minimum and maximum values of alloying
components
Input
parameter

Chemical
symbol

min
[%]

max
[%]

x1

Al

0.0

10.0

x2

Mn

0.0

1.5

x3

Zn

0.0

6.5

x4

Cu

0.0

2.7

x5

Ni

0.0

0.3

x6

Si

0.0

1.0

Regardless of that, the proposed optimization approach for
modeling the final mechanical properties of alloys can be applied
to any production process with steel manufacturing.

II. General description of the approach
The analysis presented in this paper is related to the analysis of
mechanical properties of magnesium specimens described by the
following parameters: tensile strength - Rm [MPa] and relative
elongation - A [%]). The limitations connected with these
parameters are due to magnesium grade characteristics and
customer’s specifications. However, the main problem is that these
parameters cannot be under direct observation during the
manufacturing process, so any limitations associated with them can
not be clearly defined in the optimization model. That means that
we must develop models linking the final mechanical properties of
the specimen/sample of the steel chemical composition as all as the
parameters of the production process.
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The regression analysis allows describing the relation between
the variables of input and output, without going into the
phenomenon nature during the process.
The regression models presented below have been created based
on the data collected during the industrial production process.
The statistical analysis described in this section is based on a data
set of 53 records extracted from the whole database.
The Least Squares method, LS is used to estimate the regression
parameters. The estimated models of parameters Rm and A
obtained in the examinations are given below.
In respect to the problem under examination, nonlinear
regression dependencies have been identified for each of the
mechanical properties of magnesium alloys. The regression
dependencies are of the following kind:

Table 2. Coefficients of regression modelds of the
examined target parameters.
No

Coefficient

Rm
[MPa]

A
[MPa]

1

Free member

114.255

16.33366

2

X1

25.97015

0.6716988

3

X2

9.704941

-18.22966

4

X3

74.42215

-3.222518

5

X4

66.06575

12.28882

6

X5

3114.254

101.5687

7

X6

140.6771

12.65238

8

X1 X2

-0.4041829

-0.1963183

9

X1 X3

-1.084408

-0.006829805

10

X1 X4

-72.2078

-0.6545856

11

X1 X5

237.9817

9.555618

12

X1 X6

-0.7780583

0.1666764

13

X2 X3

-44.53689

2.326275

14

X2 X4

101.9566

-15.04205

15

X2 X5

1768.658

336.508

16

X2 X6

-36.39456

21.76996

17

X3 X4

0.7895336

0.1440411

18

X3 X5

-414.173

18.49442

19

X3 X6

-99.81348

0.05190802

20

X4 X5

2369.462

150.6452

21

X4 X6

138.7343

-61.84769

22

X5 X6

-2435.761

-121.6928

23

X1

2

-1.798813

-0.1700993

24

X22

53.00094

7.873145

25

X3

2

-5.917203

0.3912327

26

X42

-43.78463

-2.977206

for maximaze

27

X5

2

-74966.48

-4711.342

1 n 1 
S
= −10 log ∑ 2 
 n j =1 y 
N
ij 

(3)

28

X62

-105.1666

-24.45902

0.888

0.914

3.449

4.684

6
6
6
6 i
f ( x ) = bi + ∑ bi x + ∑
∑ b x x + ∑ b x 2
i
0
j j
jl j l
jj j
j =1
j = 1l = j + 1
j =1
(1)
Here bij are the regression model parameters. The coefficients in
equations are defined in Table 2. The models can be used for
prediction if the check-up F > F (0.5, ν1,ν2) described in details has
been made.

(S/N)
The effects of the factors are
determined for each row, using the formula to minimize
performance characteristics:


1
S
= −10 log ∑ y ij2 
N
 n j =1 
n

(2),

R
F

The composition optimization is applied only in respect to yield strength Rm and respective elongation A.

Table 3. Оrthogonal matrix I (27,13) developed by Taguchi with factors at three levels
Run

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

X7

X8

X9

X10

X11

X12

X13

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

1

1

1

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

5

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

6

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

1

1

2

2

2

7

1

3

3

3

1

1

1

3

3

3

2

2

2

8

1

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

3

3

3

9

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

29

10

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

11

2

1

2

3

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

12

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

13

2

2

3

1

1

2

3

2

3

1

3

1

2

14

2

2

3

1

2

3

1

3

1

2

1

2

3

15

2

2

3

1

3

1

2

1

2

3

2

3

1

16

2

3

1

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

2

3

1

17

2

3

1

2

2

3

1

1

2

3

3

1

2

18

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

2

3

1

1

2

3

19

3

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

20

3

1

3

2

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

21

3

1

3

2

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

1

22

3

2

1

3

1

3

2

2

1

3

3

2

1

23

3

2

1

3

2

1

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

24

3

2

1

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

2

1

3

25

3

3

2

1

1

3

2

3

2

1

2

1

3

26

3

3

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

2

3

2

1

27

3

3

2

1

3

2

1

2

1

3

1

3

2

By Taguchi methodology (Khosrow Dehnad, 1989)
an experiment modeled on orthogonal matrices
developed by him is carried out. The experiment can
be accomplished in two ways by:
a real experiment leading to obtaining results for
processing;
a numerical experiment with the presence of
adequate regression models.
The availability of the described model coefficients,
which can be used to predict, give a possibility to
make a numerical experiment involving Taguchi
method. The noise matrix is selected from orthogonal
matrix I (27,13) with 27 rows and 13 columns
developed by Taguchi. The matrix is worked out with
factors at three levels – Table 3.
The methodology proposed is implemented for
tensile strength Rm and relative elongation A. To take
out the models of these two target functions, 53
experiments that form the data matrix A (53, 6 +1)
have been used. Here the added column "1" is for the
output target function Rm or A stored compactly in the
matrix.
To optimize the computing process, the scheme,
which having been processed for the particular case
takes the following kind, is selected.
In numerical experiments that use models based on the
chemical composition the noise can be expressed only
in the change of the respective components. It is
assumed to express noise ∆ in the following way

∆i =

Here

xi is the mean value of relevant variable "i".

Fig.1. Organizing experiments with parametric
planning with matrices I, A and F

For level "1” of I (27,6) noise is subtracted from
relevant

xi

taking the value of

xi − ∆ i . With level
x

i is
"2" no correction is applied, the value of
preserved. With level "3" noise is added to relevant

xi taking

x +∆

i . In numerical
the value of i
experiments where models based on chemical
composition are used, noise can be expressed only in
the change of the respective components. Noise ∆ is

xi
k where further calculations are made for k

equal to 100 and 70.
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∆i =

xi
k , where

assumed to be expressed as follows
the further calculations are made for k equal to 100

x

and 70. Here i is the average value of the respective
variable "i". In level "1" I (27,6) noise is subtracted
from respective

xi

taking the value of

xi − ∆ i .

level "2" no correction is applied, the value of

In

xi is

preserved. In level "3" noise is added to respective

xi

x +∆

i.
taking the value of i
Thus, noise is expressed in the change of chemical
composition. The calculation process is organized as
follows:
A row of matrix I (27,6) is taken (for example, row 1 I (1,6)). In this row level "1" is assigned for each xi,
i.e. noise will be taken out from each value xi.
Thus F (1,1) of the matrix F (27,53) is obtained from
the first row of A (53,7). The same rule is applied to
the rest of the series F (53,6) and it forms F (27,53).
It is continued with the next row of matrix I (27,6)
performing
the
following
sequence.
Each row of matrix I (27,6) forms a relevant row of
matrix F (27,53).
Calculations are performed according to the
following algorithm.
If we take the first column of matrix I (27,6) relevant
to Х1, it is evident that the first nine rows correspond
to level "1" of noise, the second nine lines correspond
to level "2" and the third nine rows correspond to level
"3" of noise. This makes possible to use the values of
the first nine rows of matrix F (27,53) to calculate
level "1", to use the second nine rows to calculate level
of "2" and the third nine rows for calculation at level
"3" for Х1. For other columns from 2 to 8 it is
necessary to sort in ascending order Xi from I(27,6).
After sorting the column obtains the kind of the first
column.
After sorting of the respective variable, calculations
for different levels can be made. It is continued with
the next matrix row I (27,6) performing the following
sequence. Each row of matrix I (27,6) forms a
corresponding row of matrix F (27,53). If we take the
first column of matrix I (27,6) corresponding to the Х1
, one can see that the first nine rows correspond to
noise level "1" of noise, the second nine rows
correspond to level "2" and the third nine rows
correspond to noise level "3". That allows using the
values of the first nine rows of matrix F (27,90) to
calculate level "1", the second nine rows to calculate
level "2" and the third nine rows to calculate level "3"
for Х1. For the rest columns from 2 to 6 it is necessary
to sort by ascending order of Xi of I(27,6). After
sorting the column takes the kind of the first column.
With sorting, if shifts are made, they are reflected in
matrix F (27,53). After sorting the corresponding
variable it is possible to make calculations for different
levels.
In the numerical experiment noise was first
determined with К=70. The analysis of the graphics
shows low sensitivity for both Rm and A. In these
calculations, as shown in the Table 4.

Fig. 2. Computational algorithm
The conclusion that can be made for the tensile
strength – Rm is that all the factors have a significant
effect on aluminum, manganese, zinc and nickel and it
is expected they to change in the direction of
decreasing values, and copper and silicon to increasing
values. About the results for the relative elongation –
A, from all six variables two of the variables - nickel
and silicon – should not be changed, and the rest of the
variables – aluminum, manganese, zinc and copper –
need to change in the direction of increasing their
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value. As the experiment is numerical, it is possible to
perform numerical optimization with the mathematical
models obtained as the values of Xi are remained to
change within the limits defined by the output data
(Table 1). That some of the variables remain
unchanged, i.e. keep their initial values it imposes the
necessity to separately carry out optimization for the
chemical composition of each alloy. As a method of
optimization, the method of Hook and Jives was
chosen. This method is characterized as one of the best
to solve problems with different parameters of the goal
functions. Specifically, the tensile strength Rm is
changed from X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6, and the
relative elongation is varied from X1, X2, X3 and X4.

Such an approach is justified because the task, if
viewed from the point of view of technology, is that
individual optimization is the refinement of a separate
actual alloy.
Optimization in this way coincides with the
approach of searching for a global extremum from a set
of starting points.
This outcome indicates that the task is feasible and
the approach applied can result in improvement of the
alloy composition.

III. Conclusion
The numerical experiment has proved the ability to
improve the quality of magnesium alloy of a certain
class. Mathematical models suitable for forecasting and
optimization have been derived. The approach of
Taguchi applied has lead to a desired result, to separate
variables Xi for the examined parameters that do not
influence significantly on the final result. With this
limit, the numerical optimization for maximum search
has been conducted with each chemical composition.
That allows improving it. Relative elongation A turned
to be less variable index and tensile strength Re
requires caution with extreme selecting. The decision
of bi-criteria problem set has been defined thus proving
that the Taguchi approach is applicable to a similar
class of problems.

Table 4. Levels of noise factors for the
research parameters
Variable
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6

Element
of
composition
Al
Mn
Zn
Cu
Ni
Si

Noise level
Rm
A
1
3
1
3
1
3
3
3
1
2
3
2
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Abstract: This article uses mathematical mathematical models of tasks by Stefan and Stefan-Schwarz describing the technologies of
IMSCHA "Acad. A. Balevski ". Described are processes for solidifying a drop (droplet) over a surface of a metal substrate. Processes of
solidifying of metal melts in the form of spheres having a radius of 50 nm are described. The temperature fields of the open thermodynamic
system drop / substrate system are presented. The influence of the change of specific parameters from the hardening process is represented
by the type of the temperature field of the OTS.
Keywords: Stefan and Stefan-Schwartz problem, drop (droplet) on the surface of substrate, temperatures curves

Figure 2 presents our results [20], supplemented by new ones.
These are time-temperature curves of solidification of spheres of
different materials with a radius R = 50 nm:

1. Introduction – основен процес
In Fig. 1 is shown the solidification on surface process:

Pure Al: Tm = 660, 1 o C, latent heat of fusion at Tm is Qm = 401,819 kJ/m3,
heat conductivity S = 209 w/(m3.K) L = 104.675 w/(m3.K), heat capacity cS
= 2540 kJ/(kg.K) cL = 2380 kJ/(kg.K), density S = 2540 kg/m3, L. = 2380
kg/m3, index S – solid, index L –liquid;

Pure Fe: Tm = 1535 o C, Qm = 272 kJ/m3, S = 33 w/(m3.K) L = 29
w/(m3.K), cS = 447 kJ/(kg.K) cL = 800 kJ/(kg.K), S = 7400 kg/m3, L. =
7145 kg/m3;

Fig. 1 Geometric idea by cross section of the open thermodynamic system
(OTS) – drop (let) solidification on surface of the substrate: 1 – Physics:
drop and flow of melt, v and q are velocity and stream; 2 – different size of
system.
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5 and 6]. The process of solidification (phase transition of first
order) is fundamental in material science for obtaining structures
bearing different working properties of the respective materials [1,
6]. The aim of this work is the calculation process of solidification a
drop on different sizes on the surface of a metal substrate.

2. Numerical solutions - Stefan-Schwarz tasks
In Fig. 3 are introduced solidification temperature field by
Finite elements method (FEM) of this task (see Fig.1):

Pure Ti: Tm = 1800 o C, Qm = 376,810 kJ/m3, heat conductivity S = 22.5
w/(m3.K) L = 18 w/(m3.K), heat capacity cS = 523 kJ/(kg.K) cL = 628
kJ/(kg.K), density S = 4540,6 kg/m3, L. = 4500 kg/m3, index S – solid,
index L –liquid;

Stefan-Schwartz temperature field: The geometry space of FEM is 3D but
the temperature task in the direction of axis 0Z is 1D;
Pure W: Tm = 3422 o C, Qm = 255,390 kJ/m3, S = 196 w/(m3.K) L = 76,2
w/(m3.K), cS = 150,7 kJ/(kg.K) cL = 152,8 kJ/(kg.K), S = 19300 kg/m3, L. =
19200 kg/m3. Important: the difference between the two curves is due to the
precision of defining the parameters of the mathematical model of the heat
source in Stephen's task [].

Important: ccontact heat exchange with the temperature difference at the
surface of the drop-substrate contact;
Fig. 3 Stefan-Schwartz temperature great OTS with size (substrate
xmax=0,02, ymax=0,02, zmax=0,1) [m] and (drop xmax=0,02, ymax=0,02,
zmax=0,00105) [m].

Material ZrO: Tm = 2700 o C, Qm = 700  800 kJ/m3, S = 1.95 w/(m3.K) L
= 2.44 w/(m3.K), cS = 730 kJ/(kg.K) cL = 730 kJ/(kg.K), S = 3300 kg/m3, L.
= 3200 kg/m3; curve 1 - Qm = 700 kJ/m3; 2 – Qm = 800 kJ/m3 [14].

The results of Fig. 3 present the possibilities of computational
mathematics and physics of non-stationary field of solidification
(phase transition of first order) on a macro-scale. The technological
parameters of the phase transition of first order i.e. the process of
formation of the polycrystalline structure on a macro-scale.

Fig. 2 Solidification of different materials – spheres of different materials
with a radius R = 50 nm.

Mathematical models are based on the tasks of Stefan and
Stefan-Schwarz, created and realized through non-commercial
software products at IMSETCHA "Acad. A. Balevski "BAS [2, 3, 4,

The technological parameters of the hardening process are
known for a long time or for the phase transition of the first
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generation. We choose the parameter: the initial temperature field of
the corresponding OTS T(x, y, z, t = 0) and the coefficient of heat
transfer at the contact surface c (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). In Fig. 4 we
present the influence of these two parameters on the temperature
field of the drop only:

Fig. 6 Comparative analysis of temperature fields in substrates with
different thermophysical properties in the case of Al and Steel. Initial
conditions are: Tdrop(x, y, z, 0) = 760, 1 oC, c =56000 w/m2s oC; 2 T(x, y, z,
0) = 760,1 oC. The minimal effect is very clearly seen even at start time t =
0,000154s.

Fig.4 Comparative analysis by the type of temperature field only at the drop
by changing the initial melt temperature and by changing the coefficient of
contact heat transfer: Tdrop(x,y,z,0) = 760, 1 oC, c =56000 w/m2s oC; 2
T(x,y,z,0) = 760,1 oC c =560000 w/m2s oC; 3 T(x,y,z,t=0) = 670,1 oC c
=56000 w/m2s oC.

From Fig. 6 shows the significant difference with the direct
relationship to the contact heat exchange, namely the influence of
the surface temperature of the contact substrate/droplet.

From Fig. 4 clearly shows the influence on the type of the
temperature field at time t = 0 0091s.

The results obtained relate to different technological processes.
Stefan Schwarz's main task allows him to develop as a connecting
task with mathematical and mathematical physics tasks. The latter
are related to lower levels. These ideas have been developed in
various studies by many authors.

The thermophysical properties of the substrate have a definite
effect on the phase transition of first order. For this reason, the
following figures shows the influence of the temperature field in the
droplet and the substrate in a small OTC with dimensions (x max =
0,00002 m, ymax = 0,00002 m, zsubstrate max = 0,1 and zdroplet = 0,00105
m):

Stephen-Schwartz's task is the natural aggregate mathematical
approach to describe technological processes in phase transitions of
first and secondary order. Material science has evolved as an
interdisciplinary field of study [7, 8, 9 and 10]. The next figure
presents the multi-scale linking possibility of heat conduction
theory and mathematical modeling [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 13]:

Fig. 5 Temperature fields of the droplet at time t = 0.000154s steel (black
line) and aluminum (blue line) substrates. Initial conditions are: Tdrop(x, y, z,
0) = 760, 1 oC, c =56000 w/m2s oC; 2 T(x, y, z, 0) = 760,1 oC. The minimal
effect is very clearly seen even at start time t = 0,000154s.
Here, we note that the thermophysical parameters of the substrate are part
of the macro-level influence parameters.
Fig. 7 Multi-scales description of phase transition of first and secondary
orders by Stefan-Schwartz tasks + Mathematics and mathematical physics.

Important: Your own substrate is related to modern technology called
3DPrinter.

According to the principles of material science [7, 8, 9 and 10]
and mathematical modeling [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 13], a
methodology for Basic Knowledge is proposed: Methodology for
Basic Knowledge is proposed: 1. General evaluation of the structure
(on the meso-level) and the properties of the material; 2. Select a
section of mathematics and mathematical physics for multi-scale

On the following figure 6 presents a comparative analysis of the
temperature fields of the OTC in substrates with different heatphysical properties (aluminum and steel substrates):
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description; 3. A specific mathematical model of the structure, with
the working properties, the technological process, the work and the
life of the material. A very important point is the use of this
methodological frame work for the additive capabilities of the
3Dprinter [15, 16 and 17] technology i.e. 3Dprinter interaction with
die casting and heat treatment. 3Dprinter + die casting + heat
treatment are an essential task of Industry 4.0 [1]. Mathematical
modeling in Industry4.0, in our view, is close to pure mathematics
[6]. Such an assumption canal so be accepted on the basis of works
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 18 and 19]. The 3Dprinter technology has a
great application (from food, medicine and weapons) and is an
incentive for its mathematical modeling [17 and 18].

10. The Ten Principles of Material Handling–Material Handling
Institute (MHI)
www.mhi.org/downloads/learning/cicmhe/.../10_principles.pdf
11. Mathematical Modeling Handbook II: The Assessments, The
Consortium for Mathematics and Its Applications Bedford, MA
01730, 2013, USA,
www.comap.com/product/samples/MHBII-DRAFT.pdf
12 S. Heinz, Mathematical modeling, Springer-Verlag Berlin
Heidelberg, 2011.
13. K, Velten, Mathematical Modeling and Simulation: Introduction
for Scientists and Engineers, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA, Weinheim, 2009. ISBN: 978-3-527-40758-8

Additive manufacturing AM [15] is a concept that covers:
casting, separation of metal turning, milling, plastic deformation,
welding, forging and electroerosity processing heat treatment. But
at the end of the 20th century new technologies for depositing
materials such as micro-casting [21] and spraying were developed
at Stanford University and Carnegie Mellon University [22].
3DPrinter modifies the AM concept by expanding its idea of
sequentially adding and linking material sequentially, following a
three-dimensional profile of the blank, with automated control [15].
Significant results have been achieved with 3D printer
technologies [23, 24 and 25]. The reason for the powerful entry of a
3D printer is the good price that falls great convenience to work
with full control of the technology. This makes the 3D printer
actually leading the Industry 4.0 revolution [1].

14. https://www.azom.com/properties.aspx?ArticleID=133
15. 3DPrinter www.etiket.bg/bg/news-view/40.html
16. 3D printers for direct printing in metal (In Bulgarian)
www.spacecad.bg/printeri-za-metal
17. Second National Forum "3D Printing - the Precursor of the 4th
Industrial Revolution", March 16, 2017, Sofia, Bulgaria, (In
Bulgarian),
www.computerworld.bg/50916_aditivnoto_proizvodstvo_i_3d_pech
atat...
18. I. Akinola, Modelling the Stereo-lithography Process, Electrical
Engineering, Stanford University, iakinola@stanford.edu

3. Conclusions
The obtained results represent the broad application of Stefanov
type tasks in macro and nano-scale areas.

19 A. Anastasiou at al., 3D Printing: Basic concepts Mathematics
and Technolodies... - Semantic Scholar,
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Abstract: Maritime industry is characterized by highly globalized structure and operations. Shipping companies apply various
approaches for inter-industry cooperation and information exchange. Operational efficiency is strongly enhanced by improved
communication and cooperation by all stakeholders and partners. The present article outlines the benefits of business process modelling
approach to maritime operations. A conceptual model is proposed, identifying the main processes and benefits for efficient information
exchange and cooperation between shipping companies.
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The initial process of the BPM design involves establishment of the
processes scale, i.e. setting forth limits and outlining the main roles
of the participants. BPM are usually structured at several layers
whereas each level has certain information flows and
documentation pertaining to it. In this way the detailisation of the
processes is performed via implementation of sublevel processes
and activities.

1. Introduction
The principle of total quality management is vital for efficient
shipping company operations. The present article analyses quality
matters in maritime operations as the basis for effective design of
business process models in maritime operations.
Business Process Modeling (BPM) permits strategies to be
efficiently put into practice [3]. Business Process Modelling allows
for concentration of business activities on customers’ requirements.
The structure of every Business Process Model consists of a
sequence of activities linking both the internal processes of the
organization and extending beyond the company for efficient
customer relationship management. On the other hand, the Business
Process Model is to be considered as the off-set for further
restructuring of the company, additional personnel training,
application of innovative strategies and increased level of services
quality control.

Figure 1. Phases of Business Process Modelling approach

As maritime companies operate within a very unstable market
environment, on-going control and follow up of activities is vital for
preserving the company’s market power. From a strategic point of
view, the organization of the working processes must be considered
in interrelation with communication processes (exchange of
communication) and the applicable information technologies. The
processes of maritime operations of a medium-sized shipping
company are studied and identified. The theoretical concepts
proposed serve as a background for optimization of maritime
operations in terms of cost efficiency. For the purposes of the
present analysis the transportation of bulk cargoes is used as a
theoretical basis. The detailed processes description allows for
identifying the main groups of operations whereas management
activities and control are considered as tools for restructuring of the
business processes. The analysis of the conceptual model allow for
conclusions and recommendations for improved maritime
operations.
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Another vital issue is to ensure for the representativeness of the
BPM and its easiness of perception by all participants. The
processes scheme itself is a useful tool for implementation of twoway communication between management and operations
departments. There are usually several types of BPM in each
organization depending on the level of management whereas BPM
of strategic processes are less detailed than those of operational
activities. Figure 2 shows an example of how a process can be
described using both processes and workflow descriptions.

Figure 2. Stucturing the Business Process Model in a shipping company

Layer 1
Layer 2

2. Theoretical background and structure of the
Business Process Model

Material flows
- cargo flows

In general, modelling of business processes can be defined as
identification, analysis and implementation of work activities
schemes within a certain company as well as between the company
and external market players. Traditional BPM mainly attempts to
automate business processes from a computer-oriented perspective,
i.e., the approaches emphasize on the data, structural and other
technical aspects of business processes [2]. The procedure for
designing of the Business Process Models is presented in Figure 1.
The processes are to be identified and be discernible at strategic and
operational level. Being part of company’s quality management
system, the described procedures (processes) are to be documented
and revised continuously in terms of operational efficiency.

- cashflows
- equipment

Process model
- commercial acitivties
- ship management

- ship supply
- manning activties
- accounting

Layer 3
Activities description

- workflow of
chartering activities
- workflow of
shipmanagement
activities

The design of the BPM entails several stages. The conceptual
model is created basis specific data related to the material flows
which help identifying the scale of the model. The first layer
consists of processes describing the functional structure of the
organization whereas each function corresponds to a certain
segment of the material flows. The subsequent layer is structured in
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more detail and describes the specific activities. There is a limit to
the degree of detailization to avoid difficulties of perception and
realization. The activities are presented by functions, actors,
communication tools in the actual process succession. Usually there
is additional information, outside the main framework of the model,
providing details re actors, activities, documentation exchange, etc.

The processes of Operations department are described as
follows: sending voyage instructions to master, appointment of ship
agents at load and discharge ports, provision of special
documentation regarding cargoes to be carried, voyage monitoring,
provision of charter party details, payment of disbursement
accounts, approval of draft cargo documents, instructions to master
regarding delivery of cargo, arrangement of supplies in accordance
with technical department requirements, arranging of crew
repatriation in accordance with manning department requirements.

3. Business Process Modelling approach in
shipping company operations

The above processes performed by Operations department are
concurrent with actual movements of the ships, i.e. the product
element of the BPM:

The concept of BPM approach in maritime operations is
implemented in an Europe based medium-sized shipping company
specializing in ship management. The company operates a fleet of 5
coaster type general cargo vessels, employed mainly in carriage of
break-bulk and bulk cargoes in the Black Sea and the Mediterranean
region.

- sailing to the port of loading (receipt of voyage instructions,
sending preliminary notices of arrival to load port agents, sending
prearrival information to port authorities at load port);
- loading operations (preparation of preliminary cargo plan,
berthing, supervision of loading ops, issuing and signing of cargo
docs, unberthing, outward sailing formalities);

There are several departments in the company, each is
characterized by specific functions and roles. The functions,
activities and operations of each department are outlined. Further,
the interrelations with external parties for each department are
identified. In addition, each process is analyzed basis “as is” and
improvement in terms of time savings is assessed on the basis of
BPM application.

- sailing to the port of discharge (sending preliminary notices of
arrival to agents at discharge port, receipt of cargo delivery
instructions from Operations department).
- discharging operations (implementing cargo delivery
instructions, obtaining endorsed original Bill of Lading, signing of
discharge port cargo documents).

The Management department is involved with strategic
decision-making that refers to all departments of the company, i.e.
management decision affects the operations of each specific
department (Figure 3). Chartering and Operations department, as
well as Postfixture department present the core of the company
operations as being responsible for income generation and direct
contacts with clients. Technical department is responsible for the
maintenance of the operated ships, repairs, supply and certification.
The latter four departments are considered as resources for profit
output and costs optimization. The products of company activities
are the transportation of cargoes by sea, which represents the
material flows. The supporting activities are implemented by the
functions in Accounting, Manning, Administration and IT
departments. All departments should function in interrelation in
accordance with company strategy.

The processes described in Figure 4 present the core processes
during the entire voyage. Each sub-level, for example the processes
at load port, can be further presented in detail, including additional
actors and processes. The input data for above described model are
the charter party details whereas the output is the right delivery of
cargo to the authorized cargo receiver.
As presented in Figure 4, both development of processes and
documentation exchange is included. It should be noted that at
lower levels of processes’ mapping documentation exchange can be
presented as separate sub-models showing the interactions between
the vessel, the shipping company and the external actors in more
detail. The approach for subdivision of business processes into
several layers allows for better understanding of the company
operations and their relation to the company strategy.

Figure 3. Functional structure of a shipping company
Figure 4. Voyage implementation BPM
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The business processes in Chartering department are described
as follows: identification of open positions of ships, identification of
suitable cargoes for operated vessels, preliminary voyage
estimation, comparison of results for available cargo options,
decision for initiation of negotiations on a firm basis, fixing of the
vessel, transfer of contract details and all relevant data to
Operations department. The final voyage estimation is performed
after voyage completion and comparison of actual voyage results
versus planned is made. All above described processes are in line
with company strategy, freight markets structure and status, internal
schedule of the vessels.
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Cargo documents
delivery

The port of loading activities include roles such as: load port
agents, stevedores, load port authorities, custom authorities and the
vessel. Same refers to the port of discharge. The material flow, i.e.
the transportation of cargo is presented via the following processes:

environment. In this way all procedures at ports can be optimized in
terms of time reduction which will lead to cost savings for the
company (decreased port stay time) and higher turnover for the
ports as more ships will be handled. It should be noted, however,
that documentation in hard copy is still to be in circulation due to
the requirements of the banks and the commercial interests (Figure
5).

- vessel’s proceeding to load port after receipt of voyage
instructions;
- vessel’s loading operations;
- sailing to discharge port;

Figure 5. Optimized shipping company operations via improved BPM

- discharging operations and delivery of cargo to the receivers.
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When evaluating any possible improvement to the BPM of
shipping company operations in terms of time and costs the
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- auxiliary operations at ports depend on the current
navigational conditions and port infrastructure;
- cargo is usually stored in port on vessel’s arrival unless part of
the cargo is still not delivered in port;
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- vessel’s sailing time is forecasted basis average speed and
sailing via usual trade routes;
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Mapping the intrinsic business processes in shipping company
operations allows for clearer perception of all activities in
interrelation. In this way it is easier for the company management to
identify the weak nodes and perform follow-up and control.

Cargo documents
delivery

Further, as concerns traffic control in ports, such systems are
already in place in accordance to EU policy for implementation of
systems for traffic control. In general, the automation of
information exchange will increase the accuracy of the preliminary
voyage estimation by the Chartering department. For the ports, such
systems will have the effect of increasing of the port handling
equipment efficiency. Another issue concerning ports operations is
the time vessels spent waiting for berth. This issue is of vital
importance for smaller and so competitive ports as same can disrupt
the normal port operations. Applying integrated information
exchange systems can reduce vessel’s waiting time by 50% thus
reducing the voyage time considerably [1].

- the cargo quantity determined as per the preliminary cargo
plan is not final thus the time of loading may vary according to the
actual quantity of cargo loaded on board;
- the duration of discharging operations is determined by the
port rate of discharge and the cargo handling option (direct or
indirect);
- preparation of cargo documents may take between 2 and 12
hours, depending on commercial matters.
Sailing time of the vessel can be forecasted but there is little
potential for improvement of this variable as it depends on the
vessel’s characteristics (service speed), distances between ports and
navigational conditions. The considerations regarding sailing time
should be focused on increasing the number of voyages during the
operational period to ensure for higher volumes of cashflow.

Implementing internal and external information exchange
systems allows for direct access to necessary information. The latter
ensures for timely distribution of information and lack of delays due
to unavailability of documentation.

The detailed analysis of the BPM, as presented in Figure 4,
shows that improvements can be achieved regarding the
optimization of information flows. The latter can be implemented
via:

5.

Conclusion

The present article has analyzed the operations of a mediumsized shipping company operating several cargo vessels. The
processes have been studied in detail, outlining the interrelations
between departments that ensure company revenues. A theoretical
framework of a BPM of the maritime operations is presented,
describing the implementation of a ship’s voyage. The performance
of each role and the pertaining processes are presented in detail,
showing the communication and documentation flows. The
detailization of processes into several layers allows for better
control of company operations and effective feedback from all
actors. The analysis of the BPM of the maritime operations is based
on the theoretical framework and actual interrelations among
company departments, vessel and external parties. The proposed
theoretical model for improved maritime operations aims at more
efficient functioning of the entire company. Similarly, mapping of
the business processes ensures for identification of the need for new

- internal communication system of the shipping company,
allowing for information and documents exchange between the
departments and to/from the vessels;
- external systems of information exchange of the ports of
loading and discharging for exchange of information about vessel’s
arrival and departure, documents regarding inward and outward
formalities for creating efficient exchange of information and
documentation without delays.
The internal information system of the shipping company is
usually custom-designed to correspond to the BPM at all levels and
to allow for real-time streamlining and control of processes and
cashflows. The port information systems are either national-based
or are part of Port Community Systems, allowing for seamless
exchange of documents and information within a secure
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services provision, implementation of internal and external IT
systems for information exchange.
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Abstract: A quasi two-dimensional mathematical model describing the process of forming the initial kinematic parameters of the
fragmentation field was developed. It has been shown that the use of the continuous explosive initiation system allows for increasing the
relative area of the target damage with up to 23% with varying degrees of damage.
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Introduction

In this regard, development of methods for calculating and
determining the direction of the fragments velocity along the body
in a quasi two-dimensional setting, based on the flat sections
method, is relevant. It is appropriate to present the process of
accelerating the body in two phases:
- wave stage (impact acceleration), depending only on the
properties of the explosive, the metal, the body configuration and
the means for initiating the explosive;
- ballistic stage, defining the configuration of the bursting
charge, the properties of the explosive and the body structural
characteristics.

The theory of the destruction and ejection of plates under the
impact of explosive detonation products (DP) at the present is a
separate section within the physics of the explosion, which is often
used as explosive ballistics. As a result of the development of
experimental techniques and the widespread application of nonstandard methods of gas dynamics, dynamic plasticity, solid state
physics and fracture theory, theoretical and experimental material
on this issue has been accumulated and a great number of research
and scientific papers have been published.
One of directions for the improvement of the fragmentation
warhead of different purpose ammunitions is increasing the
efficiency at the expense of the predetermined distribution of the
fragments field within the area of action.

The following assumptions are made during developing the
model for the movement of an axis-symmetrical elastic-plastic
body:
• The fragments scattering is taking place within the framework
of the flat sections hypothesis, i.e. the axis coordinate of the section
is not changed during the acceleration process;
• The pressure acting on the body is defined as a multiplicative
function of pressure at axial and radial scattering of DP;
• The entropy index of the DP is assumed to be equal to 3 [2];
• The DP pressure is averaged over the cross section and the
mass velocity of the DP flow is proportional to the radius;
• The process of scattering the parts of the body is considered in
a two-stage approximation: the first stage of the body acceleration
occurs under the action of the shock wave and the unloading wave
(UV), and in the second stage - under the action of expanding DP.

In practice, during the phase of design and impact analysis of
the fragmentation ammunitions explosive devices, the first step is
solving the problem of determining the initial kinematics
parameters of the fragmentation field.

Development of a mathematical model for
determining the initial kinematic parameters of the
fragmentation field
Within the above framework, all tasks can be provisionally
divided into complex of items connected to: one-dimensional
movement of the body under the impact of DP [1]; two-dimensional
movement of the body under the impact of DP [1].

These assumptions are widely used in the course of developing
various models at ejecting metal plates by the DP and their
relevance is proven in the scientific labor of V.A. Odintsov, V.V.
Silivanov, TG Statsenko and other authors [3, 4].

When developing one-dimensional models, the following are
generally used:
 assumption of instantaneous detonation of the explosive;
 the energetic, kinematic approach of Gorni-StaniukovicPokrovsky;
 various proposals for the mechanism of distribution of the
explosive mass in the direction of scattering - the concept of active
masses.

At the first stage, the parameters of the velocity field of various
points under the impact of the falling shock wave and the UV will
be determined.
ℎ

An axis-symmetrical charge with mass of 𝑀𝑀 = ∫0 3 𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,
radius 𝑧𝑧𝑜𝑜 and length ℎ, on the side surface of which there is a
throwing plate, part of the body with thickness 𝛿𝛿(𝑥𝑥) is considered.
Generally, the initiation of the explosive charge can be continuous
or discrete, which also determines the angle of the detonation wave
approach to the body ∝ (𝑥𝑥).

As the analysis of one-dimensional body motion models shows,
the one-dimensional radial solutions give the law of movement and
the kinetic velocity of infinitely long charges. It is definitely
impossible to proceed with charges of a certain length within the
one-dimensional task.

The parameters of the field of velocity in the first stage of the
body acceleration under the action of the shock wave and the
unloading wave will be determined. Fig.1 shows an impact-wave
pattern in the body in a mobile coordinate system associated with
the point of intersection of the detonation wave (DW) and the body.

On the other hand, the two-dimensional solution of the task
allows to adequately determine the process of the body dynamic
loading, but the model under consideration is rather complex and its
application at the stage of ammunition experimental design, when it
is necessary to compare a large number of design variants of
technical solutions, is problematic.

The assumption is made that after completing the first stage at
the acceleration of the body elements remains unchanged, at the
same time the body is unloaded to its initial state, i.е. the condition
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In this way, the calculation of the velocity of the body element 𝑢𝑢𝐻𝐻
will allow to calculate the values of the kinematic parameters of the
body at the first wave stage, which is also the initial condition for
the second gas-dynamic phase [6, 7].

for velocity continuity of the forming flow and the flow after the
transition by the shock wave front and the discharge wave is
���|
���|
fulfilled |𝑞𝑞
1 = |𝑞𝑞
2 . The following ratios are obtained from the
shock-wave picture analysis:
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Fig.1 . Impact-wave picture in the body at the shock wave
approach.
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where: b = (𝑏𝑏02 − 𝑎𝑎02 + 𝑎𝑎 2 )1⁄2 - current radius of the body on the
outer surface; 𝑌𝑌 - dynamic yield boundary of the body material; 𝑎𝑎 current radius of the inner surface of the body; 𝑟𝑟 - radial Euler
coordinate.
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The pressure 𝑃𝑃, is represented in the form of multiplier function
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where: 𝑝𝑝̅ (𝑟𝑟, 𝑡𝑡) - dimensionless pressure, taking into account the
pressure variation in radial direction at the expense of the DP
expansion and the movement of the expanding body; 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 amplitude pressure on the detonation wave front; 𝑝𝑝̅ (𝑥𝑥, 𝑡𝑡) dimensionless pressure, determined by the ratio of the axial onedimensional flow of the DP; 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 - amplitude pressure at the DW
front.
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The nature of the shock wave waves depends on the choice of
the characteristic (active) mass of the explosive 𝑚𝑚0′ , which can be
represented with a characteristic scale in mass Lagrange
coordinates; a mass of the explosive charge which is not covered at
the moment of the detonation wave exit at the boundary of
„explosive-body“ contact can be chosen for 𝑚𝑚0′ . Then:
𝑀𝑀 =

σθ<0

By using the equation of the body motion in the shape of Euler
and taking into account the continuity of the body material equation
and the plasticity conditions of Saint Venant - Tresca, it is obtained:

where: 𝑀𝑀 - mass of substances covered by the shock wave; 𝑚𝑚0′ characteristic (active) mass of the explosive.

𝑚𝑚0′

σθ>0

Fig.2. Stressed state of the body under detonation products impact.
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The following equations are used to determine the shock wave
attenuation in the body material [5]:
𝑚𝑚 0′

σθ=0

r

0

where: 𝐶𝐶0 , λ are constants of the shock adiabatic of the type
𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶0 , +λ𝑢𝑢𝑥𝑥 ; 𝑢𝑢𝐻𝐻∝ - flow velocity in the body behind the shock
wave front; 𝑢𝑢∝ - velocity of the body element after completing the
shock-wave stage of acceleration; 𝛽𝛽1 𝛽𝛽2 - angles of the slope of the
shock-wave and sound lines; ∝1 ∝2 - angles of flow divergence
behind the shock wave front and the UW.

𝑝𝑝 ≈ p0 �

σθ

p

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ∝
𝛽𝛽2 = arcsin [𝐶𝐶0 + (λ−1)𝑢𝑢∝ ] �1 + 2𝑢𝑢∝ λ⁄𝐶𝐶0
𝐷𝐷
𝛾𝛾 =

σr

b

In order to determine the ���(𝑥𝑥,
𝑝𝑝𝑥𝑥 𝑡𝑡), the diagram of the wave
process in the DP, shown in Fig.3, is examined [8].

,

where 𝐻𝐻 ′ - the characteristic size of the system determining the
characteristic (active) mass 𝑚𝑚0′ �𝐻𝐻′ = 𝑚𝑚0′ ⁄𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �, where:
𝜌𝜌𝑥𝑥 , 𝜌𝜌𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 - density of the body material and the explosive substance;
𝑛𝑛 - indicator of symmetry: 𝑛𝑛 = 1,2,3 for flat, cylindrical and
spherical shape, respectively.
The initial velocity on the boundary „explosive-body“ at
obliquely impact of the DW is determined by solving the task of
reflecting the falling DW from the moving wall using the known
ratio of the contact surface decomposition and the equation of the
body material dynamic contraction of the type:
𝜌𝜌
𝑝𝑝 = 𝐴𝐴. ( )𝑛𝑛 + 𝐵𝐵 ,

Fig.3. Phase diagram for the movement of the detonation waves
and the unloading waves at one-dimensional flow of the DP.

𝜌𝜌 0
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The parameters of the gas behind the DW front are determined
after solving the gas dynamics equations (zone 1); in the unloading
waves they are determined by a common solution (Fig.4).

CONCLUSIONS
1. A quasi two-dimensional mathematical model is developed for
the process of forming the initial kinematic parameters of the
fragmentation field.
2. It is shown that the use of the system for continuous explosive
initiation allows up to 23% increasing the relative area of the
target damage with varying degrees of damage.
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Fig.4. Influence of the angle of the DW approach to the body on the
relative area of target damage (a - non-armored vehicles; b –
personnel) at various heights of the warhead explosion at firing at
minimum distance.
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Abstract: In this paper a general structure of an administrative process development is proposed. A block diagram showing the logical
dependencies in the development is also given and analyzed as well as the basic structures for the variants to implement the core element
"task" in a an administrative processing. A concept for generalization in some of the administrative process stages is given as well as an
approach to the most commonly executed internal procedure that is the approval one.
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• check if there are any other registered documents and
procedures initiated with this client

1. Introduction
An administrative process can be approached as a sequence of
events forming a finite set of discrete elements. In an environment
of full information, that is a complete certainty onto activities
duration and any other events considered otherwise as uncertainty
being ignored or considered fully known a linear programming
model can be evaluated. In specifics, a network model of an
administrative process brings enough clarity onto the process'
development, required steps to fulfill the final result as well as
evaluate the overall duration. Unfortunately, as any other real-life
process, no matter if it's a business or an administrative one,
uncertainty of a different origin exists and it should be properly
approached and modeled so the risks and the costs in the final result
are evaluated. Here we make a review onto two approaches of
dealing with uncertainty in the durations for each operation
designating an activity in the process development.

Begin

Initial document
processing

Start the
procedure/service

In administrative proceedings, inefficient use (or management)
of human resources is often observed as well as delays in the
administrative implementation/performance of and management
functions and tasks. This requires the search for methods and
approaches to solve optimization problems in order to meet
deadlines and improve efficiency and quality of management.
While an administrative process is considered event-oriented, PERT
(Project Evaluation and Review Technique) and CPM (Critical Path
Method) methods are key tools for project management [1, 2] and
case studies on feasibility and effectiveness are emerging in the
research and work process. The demand for PERT structures,
reflecting both the uncertainty of the duration and the complexity of
the process, is not a novelty [3]. On the other hand, PERT network
models, which contain a minimal number of fictitious operations
[4], whose presence is noted as the main drawback of PERT, are
also sought. The approaches to shortening the process' overall
duration and the consequences of its implementation are a key point
in the research, especially in conditions of uncertainty [5].

A person in
charge
determination

An employee is
working

Result evaluation

Approval
procedure

2. Process structure and logical modeling
Administrative process stages
Finalize the
procedure

In documents management systems that are designed to deal
with the correct structuring and data collection, documents
concerning a similar problem (called "subject") are grouped in a
file. So a file is the set of documents, there included the first one
(initiating document) and all the other documents (intermediary
documents) following it no matter of their origin. An intermediary
document is also all of the correspondence between an
administration and a client or another administration in the
administrative process and final result of an administrative service.

End

Fig. 1 Administrative process development stages

• check whether the incoming document is somehow connected
with any available files with this client,

The process starts with incoming documents and/or data.
1. The initial processing is called "Registration" and includes
the following operations:

• check if there is enough data to start the procedure directly - in
order to reduce the unnecessary actions it is very common requests
of a certain predefined type to be directly transferred to a predefined
official. This idea is common for queue management systems where

• verification if the data for the addressee (correspondent, the
client) is available and correct,
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servers are specialized in the processing of requests of a certain type
and there is "a request redirecting/sorting server" before the queue
member enters into the processing system.

properly formulated task can determine the structure on the one
hand, and on the other the structure affects the formulation of the
task, taking into account the particular organizational structure.
Because of the fact that a certain task might be posed to a set of
officials, whose work might be dependent of each other or not, and
also that someone controls the work of the others it should be noted
here that a "task" can also represent a set of tasks (named sub-tasks)
connected in different ways and then this set of sub-tasks is
designated as a composite/complex task.

• check whether the submitted document (i.e. the request) is in
the statutory form
• check if the form is filled out correctly
• check the availability and the completeness of a set of
attachments to the request legally required to start the process
• Targeting for follow-up action - to allocate, to start a
procedure, to place a task for execution

Begin

2. Start the administrative service / procedure
3. Direct the data to a relevant official for further action

Stage 1: Initial
processing

4. Cascade (successively) redirecting and assignment until the
document reaches the actual expert according the procedure's
specifics
Is there enough data to start
immediately?

5. The appropriate and competent expert on the problem
described in the document and its attachments (also the other data
available in the file) works. This stage ends up with a result that has
two components - a report on the implementation of the assigned
task and a material on its implementation. The material might be a
document that will be sent outside of the administration, a report, an
internal posture. The task implementation report is a statement that
the job is done and it might contain few other

Condition 1

NO

Stage 2: Start the
Procedure

YES

Stage 3: A person
in charge is
available

6. The result is redirected for a performance evaluation. In the
case of a negative evaluation the result is returned to the employee
for improvements until the evaluation is positive. An optimization
aims also at a positive evaluation on the first iteration so that no
returns for improvement are carried out. A clear and detailed
description on the requirements of each task is a prerequisite for a
positive evaluation.

НЕ

Condition 2

ДА

Condition 3

Is there enough data to
elaborate a final result?

7. After a positive evaluation, a conformity and reconcilement
procedure might be carried out; this step figurativelly is the process
of the collection of a set of signatures (named also approval
signatures) of officials that have to grant their approval and / or any
subsequent generalization of the results obtained;

NO

Is there enough data to bring
it directly to the person in
charge

NO

Stage 4: A result
is available

YES

Condition 4

YES

8. The process finishes with signing and registering the
outgoing result (internal document in some cases of administrative
procedures) of the administrative processing; the final step includes
several options in the work technology, primarily concerning the
order of the two sub-activities that is sign and register.

Positive evaluation of
the employee’s result

Condition 5

YES

Logical dependencies between the different development
stages

NO

After the stages in the development (Fig. 1) are clearly defined
the building of a block diagram of an administrative process
follows. The block diagram shows the logical dependencies in the
events. Fig. 2 illustrates the conditions that are checked in a general
realization of the process described in the previous section with
Fig.1. The existence of a certain condition in a process'
development may serve as a basis into the structural classification
of the different types of administrative services/processes for
example whether a group of services contains an explicit approval
procedure or not. On the other hand, the block diagram on Fig. 2
marks the conditions under which a certain stage in a process
development can be curtailed (that is namely - "skipped").

Is there an
explicit
approval
procedure?

Stage 5:
Reconciliation

Stage 6: Finalize
the procedure

End

Fig. 2 Administrative process block diagram

3. Tasks structure types

Consecutive structure - successive realization

The main goal in the implementation of a certain managerial
administrative function is to assign tasks and functions to a specific,
exactly specialized in its competence administrative unit or an
official. One side of this effectiveness goal principle is the
unambiguous determination of the unit (or official) itself, and the
other component is the correct formulation of the task. The two
aspects of the principle are difficult to consider separately since the

A successive realization of a complex task is the consecutive
assignment and execution of different (sub-)tasks, as a positive
result from any previous one gives rise to the start of the next one in
the chain as shown in Fig. 3. In such configuration, it is the positive
evaluation of the last sub-task that marks the whole task as done.
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that are directed to the next official. The last official that receives a
material must draw up a summary of all other materials received by
him and this summary is the result of the composite task. This
summary should pass the procedure up to a positive evaluation.

NO

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 1

NO

YES

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 2

YES

NO

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 1

Sub-task 3

YES

NO

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 3
YES

YES

Positive evaluation of
the consecutive task

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 2

NO

Fig. 3 Consecutive structure of a task

Parallel structure - realization in series
The parallel structure is the realization when the assignment and
execution of different and / or similar sub-tasks is done in series.
The sub-tasks are placed at the same time and their execution runs
regardless of the of work on the other sub-tasks. The whole task is
considered done when a positive assessment for each of the subtasks in its composition is available. If even one of the sub-tasks is
not well-executed, all other sub-tasks are considered not done. This
is one of the main problems in the performance reporting on
complex tasks. Often in timing controls officials who have in fact
received positive ratings (that have done all their work) "receive
also" a certain number of tasks not-done because other officials
have received negative evaluations.

YES

Positive evaluation of
the complex task

Fig. 5 Mixed structure of a task

Very often in practice, however, the summarizing official is the
same one who assesses the precedent materials. This minimizes the
time for which the outcome of the process should be directed
towards an approval procedure and / or signature.

NO

Sub-task 1

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 2

Positive
evaluation

Positive
evaluation

NO

The task is positively
evaluated

YES

Approval procedure

Formulate and
pose a complex
task

Positive evaluation of
the complex task

YES

YES

NO
YES

Positive
evaluation

Sub-task 3

Successive
approval

NO

NO

YES
Successive
approval

Parallel
approval

NO

Fig. 4 Parallel structure of a task
Further action

Mixed structure - parallel and successive realization
The most common architecture is the mixed one. Usually there
are several parallel tasks whose performance is evaluated in a single
finalizing task. The finalizing unit has also the performance
coordination and monitoring function for the implementation of the
preceding parallel processes. It is responsible for the right-moment
measures in order to avoid delays. It is also responsible for the
overall performance quality and sometimes for summarizing the
results from the preceding tasks. In the latter case, a task for the
assessment of the summarizing sub-task may also follow but this is
very rare in practice.

Fig. 6 Block diagram of a general approval procedure (a mixed realization)

4. Approval procedure
The approval procedures are the most common distinct
procedures in an administrative processing that appear in almost all
services and procedures. This is a sub-process where certain
officials approve or not the job done previously by other employees
that mainly are their subordinates. As an example, a chief
accountant should always approve a contract before it is finally
signed, no matter of the fact that an accountant is not responsible
for the legal value in the contract. There are also three
configurations (successive, parallel and mixed) for the approval
procedures as with the "task" according to the number of officials

As a result of an optimization approach a semantically modified
version of the mixed structure might be used. At the beginning there
are one or more tasks in parallel to one or more officials. The
implementation of each one finishes with materials and/or reports
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that have to grant their approval on the final result before it gets
official. In many cases, a non-approval in this stage will lead back
to the task's implementation and evaluation stage. So in such work
technologies an event of a non-approval fires a preceding task status
"un-done" and a starting point for the preceding stage.

• List of procedures and related document types and / or tasks
that trigger their execution;
• Nomenclature of the types of tasks to be performed, for each
task of the nomenclature are described in detail the requirements for
the final result, the deadlines and its performers.

Successive structure of an approval procedure
In the case of a successive structure, an approval signature shall
be applied only in the presence of a preceding approval. If any of
the participants is the approval procedure is prevented from
explicitly stating this action, the completion of the whole stage is
delayed.

The preceding task is done and a positive
evaluation is granted. A parallel approval procedure
has to be performed

The preceding task is
positively evaluated. A
successive approval
procedure is performed

Approving
person 2

Approving
person 1

Approving
person 3

Approving
official 1
Approving
official 2

YES

Task
implementation

Return

NO

3 approving
signatures are
available

I approve?

YES
NO

I approve?

NO

End

YES

Return back for improvements, the
positive evaluation of the preceding
task is withdrawn

Approving
official 3

Fig. 8 Parallel structure of an approval procedure
NO

On the basis of the research that lead to the explicit formulation
of the structures proposed in this paper and also the accompanying
comments a practical methodology for building such models is
developed. Subsequently few analysis algorithms can be used for
the evaluation of the efficiency of the administrative-management
procedures themselves. The description of each process that takes
place in an administrative structure has, on the one hand, a
disciplinary function and on the other hand it is a prerequisite for an
efficient management and relative independence of the processes of
staff turnover. In the research, model parameters can always be
updated and the effects of these updates on the overall management
structure can be assessed. When such a model is available, even the
optimization of the staff structure can take place. It should be clear
that the basis for building an administrative structure lies primarily
with the description of the functions assigned to it and when
structural change is planned without taking account of the functions,
change is almost always ineffective. Moreover, modeling and
analyzes such as those presented in this paper should precede any
structural change.

I approve?

Back to task
implementation and
evaluation stage

YES

End the approval
procedure

Fig. 7 Successive structure of an approval procedure

Parallel structure of an approval procedure
In this realization all approval signatures are independent one to
another (see Fig. 8). The approval procedure will finish only if all
approvals are available, meaning that if only one of the officials
does not approve the whole stage is revoked while one nonapproval leads to the previous task implementation and evaluation
stage.

5. Conclusion
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